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VOCABULARY 
 The words in black color in the first column are new acronyms 

 The ones in red color are words to help search the table for the proper acronym 

 + r. in the second column means “related to”  (to another acronym).  

 + s. in the second column means “see” the link for more information.  
Updated: 2024-07-27  

ABAM = Asset Backed All Money. All new money created is backed by an asset, be 
it gold, silver or any other important asset like the value of an airport.  
+ r. NAKPU (The money unit of a FtakAristarchy),  

Abrahamic Religions Abraham is rightly considered the founder of Judaism, at the source of the 
Bible and the commands of Jewish God Yahweh. Today, 2 other religions 
are also considered Abrahamic: Christianity and Islam. This is a mistake. It 
can be true mainly of Sunni Islam that was founded by Jews supposedly 
converted to Islam, as confirmed by many books. In fact, both their Gods, 
the Yahweh of the Jewish Bible and the Allah of the Islamic Quran similarly 
request constantly acts of terrible violence on the part of their faithful in 
terms of wars and massacres. It is less clear about Shia Islam, even if they 
consider their founder and the source of their core doctrines to be Abdullah 
bin Saba', a Yemeni Jew. Clearly, it cannot be true of the real God Jesus of 
Christianity (not the Christian Institutional Jesus figure deformed early on 
by Saint Paul who was a Jew who also pretended a conversion, this time to 
Christianity) as Jesus only talks about love, compassion and forgiveness in 
the 4 Gospel books that have nothing to do with the Bible or the Quran.   
+ s. Abrahamic Family House, FAGSPEC Satanic Triangle, Jesus was not Jew,  

Accounting + r. COPMAFAT, FOPA, COGNO,  

Activist + r. FTAKA, FtakaPrep,  

Agriculture + r. NoTOSAP, NoCAFO, NoGANO, GMO, NoNAFPED, PASFA,  

AI = Artificial Intelligence. This good basic technology has an extremely bad 
side with it being used for transhumanism attempting to link it to our brain 
and/or other biological natural functions for the benefit of the FAGSPEC.  

Aid + r. MATDAW, PEBSTRER,  

Airplane + r. NoSACO,  

Animals + r. NoCAFO,  

Anonymity  + r. BAVAD, BECVABAD, DUAB,  

Apartment  + r. MAPFEF,  

APT = Automated Payment Tax. This is the taxation system developed by the 
University of Wisconsin–Madison Professor of Economics, Dr. Edgar L. 
Feige. Its rival and much better system is the DAPAST of FtakAristarchy.  
+ r. DAPAST, DAFTATAP,  

Arabs + ZAJAC,  

Arbitration + r. TSA,   

Ariant  = the appointed head of an Arium in the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy. 
+ r. TetractArium, Arium,  

Aristarchy 
Aristos 

~ Aristarchy = Governance by the “Aristos”, or the best possible performers, 
or leaders in terms of FTAK compliance, as people issued from the holistic 
education (or PythEducation) of their soul Tetractys. Aristarchy is a direct 
and participative democracy based on full Truth and full Knowledge, plus 
merit, beauty, virtue and freedom for all citizens.  
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~ Aristos = “The Best Ones” as possible leaders or governors.   
+ r. FtakAristarchy, Ftakarist,  

Arium  = A place where a project is being planned, or where an idea is being 
discussed for promotion in the country. A public office of governance in the 
context of FtakAristarchy.  
+ r. Ariant, TetractArium, FtakArium, ZakArium,  

Army  + r. PythArmy, FtakArmy, PAS, FtakaPrep,   

Assassination + s. Presidents,  

AssbIsrael = American Superpower Subjugated By Israel.  

ATM 
ATMA 

~ ATM = Automated Teller Machine. These are the bank machines replacing 
clerks outside banks.  
~ ATMA = Automated Teller Machine APT. These are the new ATM banking 
machines capable to handle APT DAPAST taxation transactions.  

Banks + r. BIS, IMF, WB, Banktatorship, MonetArium, ATM, ATMA, IBAN, NIR, 
NAMA, MATDAW, PEBSTRER, MONABFAIT, 

Banktatorship  = Banking Dictatorship (The new enslaving financial dictatorial system run 
by the new banks of FAGSPEC). This is the new dictatorship of the banks, 
central banks in particular, used by the FAGSPEC GURUC nomenclature for 
enslaving the rest of us, in addition to its more traditional tools of DDDD.  
+ s. Banktatorship_Plus for more information.  
+ r. Newstatorship, Healthtatorship, GEDWOC,  

BAOSTA = Beautiful Adolescent Overjoyed Sex Transitional Age (with some manual 
and oral sex play at the teenage of a TOSPASMO).  
+ r. TOSPASMO, GRAMBOSSO, MIFSARFO, EqualOsexual,   

Barcode + r. DUAB,  

BASHOMBE 
BASHOWBE 
BASHOGBE 
 

~ BASHOMBE = Body And Soul Holistic Outstanding Man Beauty Exposed. 
~ BASHOWBE = Body And Soul Holistic Outstanding Woman Beauty 
Exposed. 
~ BASHOGBE = Body And Soul Holistic Outstanding Gender Beauty Exposed. 
~ These are the beauty contests at various levels for a GRAMBOSSO (Man), 
a GREWERBA (Woman), or for both Genders together. The suffix added last 
letter “C” will stand for “City” beauty contest; the “N” for “National”; the 
“R” for “Racial”, the “W” for “World” and the “P” for “Pageant”. 

BAVAD 
BAVID 
BAVAB 
BAVAM 
BAVUB 
BAVET 
BEVER 
 
FEPNID 

~ BAVAD = Biometric Anonymous Voting Admission Database. 
A citizen of FtakAristarchy has a normal ID with all the usual data called a 
FEPNID, and a Biometric Anonymous card for voting anonymously as a legal 
duty as often as required that is called BAVID. This is part of a new voting 
system without any possible fraud. The BAVAD database does not know 
who is the owner of the BAVID card, only that the person showing the 
biometric feature readable on the BAVID card can be admitted to the 
voting area for the current election. However, each BAVID has a DUAB 
(Distinctive Unique Anonymous Barcode) that appears on the BAVID. The 
voter receives a machine readable BAVAB paper ballot with which to vote. 
Just after voting, because voting is no more just a right but a legal duty to 
maintain citizenship, the successful voter gets a BEVER voting receipt with 
its regular FEPNID, entirely separately from its BAVID. The voting machine 
is the BAVAM.  
~ BAVID = Biometric Anonymous Voter Individuality Document 
~ BAVAB = Biometric Voted Election Ballot 
~ BAVAM = Biometric Anonymous Voting Admission Machine 
~ BAVUB = Biometric Anonymous Voting Unique Barcode 
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~ BAVET = Biometric Anonymous Voted Electoral Ticket 
~ FEPNID = Fully Explicit Picture National Identity Document 
~ BEVER = Biometric Explicit Voted Election Receipt 
+ r. BEC, BECVIL, DUAB, BECVABAD,  
+ s. BAVAD System, BAVAD Election Day Steps, 

BBB = Build Back Better. This is the main logo of the new WOKE radical left of 
the USA. As things go at the moment, many call it the “Build Back Bankrupt” 
or “Build Back Backwards”.  
+ r. WOKE,  

Beauty + r. TOTAB, PICCOB, FtakArium, GREWERBA, GRAMBOSSO, BAOSTA, 
FTAKOC, FTAKOT, BASHOMBE, BASHOWBE, DEWBOCIM,  

BEC 
BECCIT 
BECPRO 
BECVIL 

~ BEC = Binding Electoral Contract (as opposed to an electoral program).  
~ BECCIT = BEC City. 
~ BECPRO = BEC Province. 
~ BECVIL = Binding Electoral Contract Voting International Level.  
~ The BEC becomes the SPEC if it is the winning contract after the 
completion of a national election. It is voted in an absolute biometric 
anonymous way through the BAVAD system. It must include an annex with 
an outline of all contemplated new laws as ClawPro and their related 
proposed financing. No new law can be enacted as a surprise during an 
electoral mandate if it has not been first included as ClawPro in the BEC 
winning the last election. The same applies to all new taxation that can 
never be imposed as a surprise during a mandate without having been 
included in the last BEC. All new taxation and all new legislation must all be 
decided before a mandate.   
~ The BECVIL is also fully binding, but voted openly by names of the main 
executive persons elected by countries joining the organization.     
+ s. BEC_Plus for more information,  
+ r. OBECOF, SPEC, Claw, ClawPro, PPC. BECVABAD, PPC, RUS,  

BECVABAD  = Binding Electoral Contract Voted As Biometric Anonymous Duty (the new 
voting biometric anonymous system without any possible fraud of 
FtakAristarchy). 
+ r. BEC, SPEC, BAVAD,  

BeLove  = Be Love, or: Belief and Love (a nice different way to say hello in the 
context of FtakAristarchy and the PythagorArium Project). 

BEP  = Binding Electoral Program (which becomes a BEC within FtakAristarchy, 
when the party can become a PPC, and becomes a SPEC after winning a 
national election). 
+ r. BEC, SPEC, PPC,  

BigAgri 
+ 
BigFarm  
BigOrg  
BigBusiness 
BigMilitary 
BigMoney 
BigPharma 
BigReligion 
BigCorp 
BigTech 
BigFinTech 

~ BigAgri = Big Agriculture BUUDO (Bullying Unelected Unaccountable 
Disallowed Overpower).  
~ BigFarm = Big Farming BUUDO  
~ BigOrg = Big Organization BUUDO.  
~ BigBusiness =Big Business BUUDO. 
~ BigMilitary = Big Military BUUDO.  
~ BigMoney = Big Money BUUDO.  
~ BigPharma = Big Pharmaceutics BUUDO. 
~ BigReligion = Big Religion BUUDO.  
~ BigCorp = Big Corporation BUUDO.  
~ BigTech = Big Technology BUUDO. 
~ BigFinTech = Big Financial Technology BUUDO. 

http://www.ethoplasin.net/
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BigGov 
BigOnes 

~ BigGov = Big Government when grown oversize and bullying citizens. 
~ BigOnes = a group of, or all the above “Big” entities acting together. All 
“Big” forms of power interfering with normal governance of FtakAristarchy 
are inadmissible as “BUUDO” (Bullying Unelected, Unaccountable 
Disallowed Overpower). They usually do not work for the good of the 
country, only for their own self interest or evil purposes. They can still try to 
influence governance, but only through normal open DlocTV lobbying.   

BIO = BIOlogical.  
+ r. NELAR, GMO, NGT,  

BIOF  = Best Interest Of FtakAristarchy. This is the criteria to assess if something 
can be done, because it is done with the best interest of FtakAristarchy.  
+ r. CONGIPAS, TUFNEPSANI, DEWBOCIM, PASFOGOC,  

BIS = Bank of International Settlements. This is the global central bank of all 
national central banks. It is based in Basel, in Switzerland.  
+ r. ECB, FED, Banktatorship,  

Borders + r. MACBRE,  

Boy + r. JABGOB, BAOSTA,  

BrecTerrorism = Biological, Religious, Economic, Cultural Terrorism. A combination of 4 
forms of terrorism used by a governance of TerroristOcracy.  
+ r. DDDD, DEW, GEEP, HAARP, DARPA, TerroristOcracy,  
+ s. BrecTerrorism,  

BRICS 
BRICS+ 

~ BRICS = Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (The original 
founders). This is the acronym coined to associate these five major 
emerging economies. BRICS host a New Development Bank, as a Contingent 
Reserve Arrangement, for a new BRICS payment system avoiding the BIS, 
and a BRICS basket reserve currency that avoids the dollar, as officially 
announced in 2022. 
~ BRICS+ = BRICS plus the new countries joining, like Argentina, Egypt, 
Ethiopia, Iran, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.   
+ r. NATO, CANZUK,  

Brothel + r. KALSA, 

Budget + r. OBECOF,  

Bureaucracy + r. DAFGE,  

Business + r. BigBusiness, BigPharma,   

BUUDO = Bullying Unelected Unaccountable Disallowed Overpower. 

Cabal + r. GURUC, FAGSPEC, JudiChrIslam, SWEAT, FODSWAGREC,  

CabinetArium A special section of the GovernArium of the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy in which 8 ministers are appointed.  
+ s. CABINETARIUM,  
+ r. TetractArium,  

CANZUK = Canada, Australia, New-Zealand and United Kingdom.  
+ r. BRICS, NATO,  

Capitalism + r. CIC, GlobFascism, GlobCommunism,  

CAS = Closet Arrangement State. This is the so-called real “Deep State”, or the 
dangerous crocodiles of the “Swamp”, holding the real State (and global) 
power behind the higher surface levels of the SAS and the FAS. Their 
leaders appear rarely in presence of the SAS or the FAS except incidentally 
at some rare inevitable official occasions. 
+ s. Structure of World Power,  

Cash + r. COPMAFAT, FOPA, COGNO, CBDC, FtakCoin,  

CBDC = Central Bank Digital Currency. This is the forthcoming purely digital 
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currency what will enslave us in a completely cashless society.  
+ r. CBDC, Trustmoney, CC, Banktatorship, FtakCoin, GEDWO,  

CC = Crypto Currency.  
+ r. Trustmoney, CBDC, FtakCoin,  

CFR = Council on Foreign Relations. This is the main body of the USA that 
dictates to the American government what policies to follow, regarding 
foreign relations in particular. It was created in 1921, reinforced in 1971. 
This is the less hidden face of the globalist FAGSPEC Cabal. It is the “little 
sister” of the British RIIA (Royal Institute of International Affairs) also called 
the Chatham House.  
+ r. FAGSPEC, RIIA, TsegTechnocracy,  

Chemtrails  = Chemical Trails (spread by airplanes for various evil purposes). 
+ r. PNICLIF, NoSACO, GEEP,  

Children + r. UNICEF,  

CHIPS + r. NoHICHIP, PNILIF,  

Christianity + r. Jospelian, JesusELLism,  

CIC = Council for Inclusive Capitalism. Technocracy is NOT Capitalism but its 
polar opposite. The two are mutually exclusive. The deceitful expression 
“Inclusive Capitalism” seems to be favorable to what could be a good type 
of capitalism, but in fact it means Technocracy and the elimination of the 
liberty that is usually offered by real capitalism. Nevertheless Judeo-Jesuit 
Fake Christian Pope Francis has committed even the Vatican to be fully pro 
technocracy when meeting with the “Guardians” of the CIC in 2022.   
+ r. GlobFascism, GlobCommunism, 

Citizenship + r. FTAKCY,  

City + r. SUCA, MAPFEF, MACBRE, FUCA, CUNTAKIK,  

CLAPMAOS = Crime Lying About Public Money Acquired Or Spent.  
+ r. FTAKOC, FTATOC, PPPP, KSUKITAH, SDAMPIC, VROSMAD,  

CLAW 
CLAWS 
ClawPro 
Clawstitution 
Clawdemocracy 

~ CLAW = Constitutional Legal Administrative Wisdom (legal system). 
~ CLAWS = Constitutional Legal Administrative Wisdom System. 
~ ClawPro = Claw Proposition. All new laws have to be first a ClawPro in a 
BEC (Binding Electoral Contract) being voted on. There can be no new law 
made after an election during a mandate, if it was not first a ClawPro.  
~ Clawstitution = a Constitution of Claws (instead of a normal Constitution). 
~ Clawdemocracy = a democracy based on a Clawstitution.  
~ FtakAristarchy does not issue new traditional laws with thousands of 
details of possible legal infractions, but a simple new system of laws of good 
administrative wisdom or behavior to be respected, or CLAWS. The CLAWS 
have precedence on the LAWS that still exist and are being phased out.   
+ r. BEC,  

Climate + r. IPCC, WMO, GEEP,  

Clothing + r. CUNTAKIC,  

COGNO  = Cash Out, Government Nose Out (Government may know how much you 
spend, but not where nor on how you spend, except during investigations). 
+ r. FTAKCOGNOM, COPMAFAT, FOPA,  

Communism + r. GlobCommunism, WOKE, GlobFascism,  

Community + r. PICO,  

CONGIPAS  = Code Of National Goodness In Products And Services (principles of good 
conduct and behavior to offer products or services to the public: closure at 
4th infraction). 
+ r. BIOF, TUFNEPSANI, DEWBOCIM,  
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Conspiracy  + r. FODSWAGREC, FAGSPEC, ZruCofacDegSee, TsegTechnocracy,  

ConstitArium A special section of the LeaderArium of the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy in which up to 10 counsellors who are specialists of the 
constitution are appointed to counsel the LeaderArium.  
+ r. Clawstitution, TetractArium,  

Constitution + r. Clawstitution, ConstitArium,  

Containers + r. NoRACO,  

Contract + r. BEC, BEECVIL, OBECOF, SPEC,  

COPAN  = Confederation Of Patriotic Aristarchy Nations (the organization meant to 
replace the United Nations as the FALPNO. 
+ r. FTAKUN, UN, UNN, FALPNO,   

COPFIC = Confiscation Of Property For Imprisonment Costs. If the criminal has 
transferred property he first acquired himself with his own money, the 
confiscation could also apply to these transfers if necessary.  
+ r. PPPP, SDAMPIC,   

COPMAFAT = Cashless Only Public Money And Full Accounting Transparency. Only 
public money must be public, i.e. obligatorily be cashless and spent with full 
transparency. But non-heritance big private money given to anybody, even 
to charity or NGO, becomes public and must also be COPMAFAT compliant. 
+ r. FOPA, COGNO, FTAKCOGNOM, BigCorp,  

CORPORATION + r. VROSMAD, ZruCofacDegSee,  

CouncilArium A special section of the LeaderArium of the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy in which up to 10 external specialists who have no history 
linked to the TetractArium are appointed for various counselling purposes. 
+ r. TetractArium,   

COVID = The name of the fake coronavirus pandemic that was engineered to start 
to affect the world in 2020 and 2021. It is fake not because the virus does 
not exist. It does exist. But it is fake even from this point of view, because it 
is not more dangerous than most annual flu pandemic we had in the last 
few years, like the Hong Kong Flu of 1968. It is also fake in its deceitfully 
engineered primary effects: this had, and still has to do with its ensuing 
unnecessary lockdowns that transferred easily and cheaply the biggest 
amount of wealth and property in the history of humanity from the hands 
of the most productive middle class into the hands of the parasitic FAGSPEC 
class. This primary effect was already a huge and complete success for the 
FAGSPEC class. COVID is also criminally fake from the point of view of its 
engineered solution. The fake solution is the COVID vaccines engineered as 
bio-weapons for massive world depopulation. In other words, it is fake 
mainly in its hidden evil purposes of enslaving a reduced obedient world 
population to create more easily a new dictatorial One-World-Government 
managed exclusively by the small FAGSPEC Cabal. The pandemic and its bio-
weapons not only do not protect the vaccinated (who all need to receive 
boosters and even be constantly re-vaccinated) but cause all sorts of 
serious collateral health effects, including earlier death, contributing to the 
world UN/WEF agenda of crime against humanity in terms of a deceitful 
pursuit of world depopulation. Those people to be eliminated through 
depopulation are those that the FAGSPEC Cabal calls offensively, but 
nevertheless explicitly, the world “useless eaters” or “disobedient national 
terrorists”. In short, the COVID pandemic is fake in its source (a USA lab 
working with a Chinese lab), its solutions, and in particular in its intended 
hidden purposes of global enslavement of the rest of us under a globalist 
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evil FAGSPEC Cabal. For them, it is a great success.  
+ r. HealthTatorship,  

Creation + r. PICCOB, TORUS,  

Crime + r. FTAKOC, FTAKOT, FTATOC, FTATOT, KONAC, KONAT, NELAC, NELAT, 
CLAPMAOS, PATOC, KSUKITAH, SDAMPIC, COPFIC, VapSexual,  

CRT = Critical Race Theory. This is part of the new WOKE education of Marxist 
indoctrination. 
+ r. WOKE,   

CUFI = Christians United For Israel. The fake Judeo-Christian religious movement 
of Evangelical John Hagee with the logo "All the Gospel To All The World" 
when he really means “All the Bible To All The World”.  
+ r. ZAJAC, FAGSPEC, Jospelian, JesusELLism,   

Culture  + r. MACBRE, SUCA, KALLOS,  

CumSbas = Citizens Under Mass Surveillance By All State. FtakAristarchy reverses it as 
an anagram to: SumSbac: State Under Massive Surveillance By All Citizens. 
+ r. SumSbac,   

Cuntakic = Covering Under Neck To All Knee In City. This is the basic dressing code 
required in cities of FtakAristarchy.  

Currency  + r. MONEY, ABAM, NUSP, NASCU, NAMA, Trustmoney, COGNO, 
COPMAFAT, NASCU, FtakCoin,  

Curriculum Details of the curriculum of the author Jacques H Drapeau (with his Greek 
philosophy sacred name being: Pythellippos, and his nickname “ZAK”).  
+ s. Full Curriculum 

DAFGE = Defense Against Fake Government Entities. In this private office retired 
lawyers assist free of charge the citizens in difficulty with powerful entities 
of fake government abusing their power, like a bank, a hospital or a 
corporation. They receive a fee from governance for each case they assist. 
+ r. JudicArium,  

DAFTATAP  = Dual Automated Fiscal Transaction Accruing Tax And Pension (the new 
basic financing system of FtakAristarchy). 
+ r. DAPAST,  

DAPAST  = Dual Accumulator Property And Sales Tax (the only 2 forms of taxation of 
FtakAristarchy, accumulating also pension benefits on both sides). 
+ r. APT, VAT, DAFTATAP,  

DARPA = Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. This is an institution of 
many technological projects often working against the wellbeing of 
humanity, as part of GEEP, for the exclusive profit of the FAGSPEC Cabal.  
+ r. BrecTerrorism, HAARP, EMP,  

DAS  = Debt Approach Strategy (the part of the FAGSPEC Cabal who prefers 
global enslavement through mainly debt-money. They oppose the FAGSPEC 
Cabal part that we call GAS) 
+ r. DebtOcracy, GAS,  
+ s. Structure Of World Power,  

DDDD = Dogma, Debt, Disinformation, Despair. These are the 4 basic tools of the 
FAGSPEC to enslave the rest of us. These tools result in constant fear and 
despair, thus submission to the current oligarchy we call FAGSPEC. At the 
moment these 4 older tools are supplemented by newer ones that we call: 
+ r. Newstatorship, Banktatorship, and Healthtatorship.  
+ s. DDDD_Plus.  

Debt + r. DAS, DebtOcracy, NoNAFPED,  

DebtOcracy  = a fake democracy based on mainly debt and fear for a new enslavement 

http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#Trustmoney
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of all citizens below the small FAGSPEC Cabal. This is a fake form of 
democracy based on the creation of debt-money, as an enslaving power 
assisted by useless excessive taxation and useless extreme legislation. 
+ r. Plutocracy, DAS, FED, BIS, ECB,  

Democracy 
Democracy_PA 
Democracy_DE 
Democracy_MI 
Democracy_CA 
Democracy_DA 

= Governance by the people. History shows 4 kinds or successive levels:  
~ Democracy_PA = Democracy Physical Assembly (Like in Ancient-Greece).  
~ Democracy_DE = Democracy Distant Elector (generally the case today).  
~ Democracy_MI = Democracy Monitory Investigator (frequent already). 
~ Democracy_CA = Democracy Controlling Autocracy (mostly the case now).  
~ Democracy_DA = Democracy Digital Assembly (coming in FtakAristarchy). 
+ r. ELLFAD, ELLFADUM, VROSMAD, Clawdemocracy, FtakAristarchy,  
+ s. Democracy Levels and Kinds,  

DEW  = Directed Energy Weapon. This is one of the GEEP tools used by evil 
institutions like HAARP and DARPA that can damage distant world targets 
with engineered disasters by plan, in order to create at will some local 
extreme fires, huge storms, or even earthquakes and earthquakes. 
+ r. HAARP, DARPA, EMP,  

DEWBOCIM = Do Everything With Best Of Country In Mind.  
+ r. BIOF, PICCOB, CONGIPAS, PASFOGOC,  

Dialogue + r. FethoPlay, FethoDialogue, TORUS, PICCOB, ELL,  

DIDSLA 
DIDSLAM 

~ DIDSLA = Discrete Intimate Double Sexual Life Agreement (Legal pact of 
spouses to discretely go out separately for joy/sex with another partner). 
~ DIDSLAM = Discrete Intimate Double Sexual Life Agreement Marriage. 
+ r. EqualOsexual,  

DiogTV 
DiagTV 

~ DiogTV = Dedicated Information Of Governance TV. This is the only TV 
channel on which governance can provide its own useful information.  
~ DiagTV = Dedicated Information Against Governance TV. This is a 
dedicated TV channel on a booking basis for all forces opposing governance.  
+ r. DlocTV, 

DIT = Dual Instruction Transition. This is a transition of 1 years of dual study, 
after the completion of the PAS military service at age 19, while being a PAT 
(Profession Assistance Trainee) for half a day, and a PUF (Pre-University 
Frequenter) for half a day, while receiving a ¼ NUSP (Nurse Unit Salary 
Provincial) remuneration from the state. This ¼ NUSP will be continued with 
each successful year of study at a superior level. Frequenting as a PAT or a 
PUF accumulates credits for further fulltime study of any kind.  
+ r. PAT, PAS, FtakaPrep,  PythArmy,  

Divorce + r. DIDSLA,   

DlocTV 
 

= Dedicated Lobbying Official Channel TV. This is absolutely the only way 
and means for anyone to do lobbying with public officials in FtakAristarchy, 
openly on TV, on a booking time basis. Any other form of hidden lobbying is 
a serious crime.   
+ r. DiogTV, DiagTV,   

DomArium 
DomAriant 

A special section of the FtakArium of the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy in which officials take care of the housing of the various 
Ariums of the TetractArium. The head official is called the DomAriant.  

DOTAP = Determination Of Talent Accreditation Process. 

Dressing + r. Cuntakic,  

DUAB = Distinctive Unique Anonymous Barcode. That barcode belongs to a 
BAVAD in the special anonymous voting system of FtakAristarchy.  
+ r. BAVAD, 
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DUMB  = Deep Underground Military Base (like China Lake Naval Air Weapons in 
California USA and Pine Gap in Australia, or the one claimed to exist under 
the Denver International Airport). They are all forced to be FTAK compliant.  
+ r. MilitArium, MIC,  

ECB = European Central Bank. This is a typical GURUC organization issuing debt-
money “out-of-nothing” in subservience to the bigger American FED and its 
BIS accomplice.  
+ r. BIS, FED, Banktatorship,  

Economy + r. BRICS, WEF, Ftakaristics, PluckDown, FOPA, NBT,  

Education + r. DOTAP, PUS, PUF, DIT, PAT, WOKE, CRT, Tetractys, ELLducation, 
PythEducation, FtakaPrep, FTATAL,  

EFALWI  = Extended Family Advanced Loan Without Interest.  
+ EFREA,  EFWAPAJ, PAJ, MAPFEF, FamilArium,  

EFREA = Extended Family Real Estate Agents.  
+ EFALWI, EFWAPAJ, PAJ,  

EFWAPAJ = Extended-Family Welfare And Private Alternative Justice.  
+ r. PAJ, EFALWI, EFREA,  

Elders + r. ETPOW,  

Elites + r. FAGSPEC (originally called Sweat), VROSMAD, ZruCofacDegSee, 
GEDWOC, TsegTechnocracy,  

ELL 
ELLAS / ELLADA 
ELLINAS 
ELLINIKA  

= Enlightened Logos Liberty. This is the culture of Ancient-Greece that 
founded philosophy, democracy, the Olympics and holistic virtuous 
education, while being enlightened by philosophy and thus truth. 
~ ELLAS or ELLADA = the only real names of Greece in the Greek language.  
~ ELLINAS = the name of a Greek citizen in the Greek language.  
~ ELLINIKA = the name of the Greek language within Greece.  
+ r. PHILOTIMO, ELLducation, PELLAS,  

ELLANIA = the name of the positive outflow of Greeks from Greece to go out and 
spread their superior ELL culture around the world. The word ELLANIA has 
given birth to the name ELLADA that is the only real name of Greece.  

ELLducation = the best possible holistic education on the basis of the ELL culture forming 
the 3 levels of the Pythagorean Tetractys of the human soul.  
+ r. PythEducation, FtakaPrep, DIT,  

ELLFAD = Enlightened Leaders League, FtakAristarchy Assembly Democracy  (or) 
= Enlightened Leaders League For Assembly Democracy (for countries that 
are not yet under FtakAristarchy). A league of leaders for a movement of 
anti-WEF, anti-nontraditional vaccinations, and overall anti NWO (New 
World Order) or rather anti-NEWO (New Enslavement World Order).  
+ r. ELLFADUM, VROSMAD, ZRUCOFACDESEE,   

ELLFADUM  = Enlightened Logos Liberty FtakAristarchy Democratic Undertaking 
Movement (fighting SEGWO and/or GEDWO, and promoting FALPNO).  
+ r. ELLFAD, VROSMAD, ZRUCOFACDESEE,  GRINCAGE,  

Emergency + r. OBECOF,  

EMP = Electro Magnetic Pulse. Artificial EMP can be used as an evil technology 
for fake climate change or as a weapon for the destruction of the 
telecommunication network of even an entire country.  
+ r. DEW, HAARP, DARPA, 

Energy + r. DEW, EMP, GEEP, HAARP, DARPA, TORUS, PICCOB, SoulCap, GODCAP,   

Enslavement + r. GEDWO, SEGWO, ZruCofacDegSee, VROSMAD, GRINCAGE, FAGSPEC,  

Environment + r. Chemtrails, GEEP, SoulCap, ZruCofacDegSee, TORUS, IPCC, WMO, 
PICCOB,  

http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#SEGWO
http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#FALPNO
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EqualOsexual 
EqualOSexuality 

= Person enjoying sex with another person being in the same situation in 
terms of sexual force, i.e. being of the “Equal” sex (Same-sex). This is not a 
homosexual who enjoys only same-sex pleasure, but someone who will 
enjoy same-sex activity with an equal, essentially before marriage, when 
still not ready to face the responsivities of pregnancy and marriage, in 
transit towards full heterosexual intercourse. EqualOsexuality, at its three 
essential conditions (no pedophilia, no anal sex and no violence), can often 
be a good alternative in the often difficult conditions of life, in particular at 
a pre-marriage young age, but it will always be only as a secondary level of 
orgasmic pleasure, inevitably never being the top possible level of human 
orgasmic pleasure that can be reached only by a couple where the man acts 
as a skillful MEWHOTAST with a consenting woman, making the couple 
finally reach HOTASTAHTOL divine ecstasy.   
+ r. TransitOsexuality, KisoSexuality, HequalkOsexuality, NakBisexual, 
SEVAP, NaetOsexual, IsoSexuality, JABGOB, NaetOsexual, MEWHOTAST, 
HOTASTAHTOL,  

ERT = European Round Table. This is the EU (European Union) main lobbying 
network in Brussels.  
+ r. EU, ESU, DlocTV, MEP,  
+ s. ERT,  

ESU = European Soviet Union. This is the name often given by critics of the 
gargantuan bureaucracy of the EU that is a globalist dictatorial power.  
+ r. EU, ERT,  

ET = Extra-Terrestrial. These are considered human-like beings coming from 
other planets or galaxies, or from other dimensions.  
+ r. DUMB,  

Ethnics + r. MACBRE, SUCA, MAPFEF, FUCA,  

ETPOW = Elders Troika Provider Of Wisdom. In FtakAristarchy, each family, city and 
country is encouraged to consult such troika of elders of over age 70 for 
advice before difficult decisions. It can be appointed, typically in a city, or 
simply consulted on a regularly renewed consensus established in a family.  
+ r. FamilArium,  

EU = European Union. This is the union based in Brussels, formed, in its latest 
version, by the Maastricht Treaty of 1992. It is a globalist dictatorial 
bureaucracy over 28 European countries often called the ESU by its critics.  
+ r. ESU, MEP, ECB, EURASIA, ERT,   

EURASIA = a combined continental landmass of Europe and Asia. 

ExpertArium A special section of the JudicArium of the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy in which any kind of experts can be hired for their expertise. 
+ r. TetractArium,   

FAGSPEC 
 
FastOgre / FAST 
FODSWAGREC 
 
 

~ FAGSPEC = Fake Abrahamic Globalist Satanic Political Enslavement Cabal. 
~ FastOgre = Fake Abrahamic Satanic Team Organizing Globalist Regressive 
Enslavement, often reduced to FAST (Fake Abrahamic Satanic Team).  
~ In new version FtakAristarchy of this book, FastOgre is called FAGSPEC.  
~ FODSWAGREC = FastOgre Deep State World Allied Globalist Regressive 
Enslavers Conspiracy. This is a more explicit name for FastOgre. 
~ The above 2 acronyms are replaced with FAGSPEC (in last book version).   
~ The FastOgre is the real nature of the GURUC cabal enslaving the rest of 
us in an unnoticed way through DDDD, extreme legislation and excessive 
taxation. FastOgre is a previous acronym that has replaced the older Sweat 
acronym in the original draft of this book. When you see Sweat, just replace 
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it with FastOgre which means the backstage satanic cabal of a conspiring 
set of globalist deep states trying to enslave the rest of us. The “Fast” pun 
and the “Ogre” pun are well intended as the cabal is a real “Ogre” acting 
“Fast” against the rest of us, using monstrous forms of tools and fear 
leading to our full global enslavement in the most regressive way.  
+ r. GEDWO, GEDWOC, VROSMAD, ZruCofacDegSee, SWEAT, 
+ s. JudiChrIslam, FAGSPEC Family House, FAGSPEC Satanic Triangle,  

FALPNO  = FtakAristarchy Liberating Patriotic National Order (the good world order 
pursued instead of the current SEGWO being imposed on us). 
+ s. Structure of world order, 
+ r. SEGWO, NWO, OWO, GEDWOC, VROSMAD, ZRUCOFACDEGSEE,  

FamilArium = Family Arium. This is the common extended family space for common use 
in the new buildings of FtakAristarchy. It is ideally a dedicated floor close to 
outside playing grounds. Part of it can be used to better assist old, 
incapacitated or sick persons of an extended family in need of welfare, or 
more simply to accommodate all children of the building to play or socialize 
together instead of alone with their cellular phone in their own rooms, or to 
be easily grouped for home schooling purposes.  
+ r. ETPOW, TIENPACIC, EFALWI, MAPFEF,  

Family + r. EFALWI, EFREA, EFWAPAJ, FamilArium, MaMoHoMaC, ETPOW, MAPFEF, 
Parriage,  MACHUM, MACBRE,  

FAO = Food and Agriculture Organization (a UN BigOrg based in Rome, Italy). 
+ r. UN,  

FAS = Face Arrangement State. This is the normal surface arrangement of the 
State with the officials showing their face, as those we think we elect, even 
if they are preselected by the SAS and the CAS, often on behalf of the TAS. 
+ s. Structure Of World Power,  

Fascism + r. GUFUG, GURUC, GlobFascism, GlobCommunism,  

FED = Federal Reserve. This is the American central bank issuing debt-money 
“out of nothing” as much as it wants, and lending it as public debt 
guaranteed to be reimbursed as real money with interests by taxpayers. 
This illegitimate function is used mainly for having an unlimited corruption 
power for various purposes, and for the financing of constant wars 
generating constant new enormous profits to the private central banks’ 
lending the money financing these useless wars.  
+ r. BIS, ECB, Trustmoney, Banktatorship, CFR, RIIA, TsegTechnocracy,  

FethoPlay 
FethoJudo 
FethoDialogue 

~ FethoPlay = FtakAristarchy Ethos Play (a new sport based on ethics or 
justice, both physically and mentally).  
~ FethoJudo = FtakAristarchy Ethos Judo (the physical part of  FethoPlay as 
a special new sport discipline of FtakAristarchy that is judo-like and meant 
to resolve easily violent physical conflicts when they happen, and appease 
the aggressive speaking of persons in civic environments when required.  
~ FethoDialogue = FtakAristarchy Ethos Dialogue. (the mental part of 
FethoPlay.  
+ s. This is better explained in our main EthoPlasìn website as “EthoPlay”. 

Financing + r. OBECOF, TUFNEPSANI, VROSMAD, ZruCofacDegSee,  

FLOFMARKET 
FLOM 

~ FlofMarket = Fresh Local Output Food Market. In FtakAristarchy, all 
supermarkets are meant to become FLOFMARKETS with K0 (Kilometer Zero) 
food and no one-time plastic containers.  
~ FLOM = Food Local Overproduction Market.  
+ r. NoNAFPED, NoTOSAP,  

http://www.ethoplasin.net/EthoPlay.html
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FOB  = Force Of Bad. This is the cosmic force of Satan opposing the divine FOG - 
Force Of Good.  
+ s. Structure of World Power,  

FOG  = Force Of Good. This is the cosmic force of the creator of the universe, in 
opposition to the FOB - Force Of Bad. 
+ s. Structure of World Power, 

Food + r. NoCAFO, NoTOSAP, NoNAFPED, NoROPED (for non-agricultural 
products), FLOFMARKET, FLOM,  

FOPA  = Fully Open Public Accounting (a first step for governance to become FTAK, 
where every public penny spent can be followed by all tax payers). 
+ r. COPMAFAT, COGNO,  

FOUNDATION + r. VROSMAD, ZruCofacDegSee, OSF, VULVA, PENIS,    

FSOS  = FtakAristarchy Social Olympic Spirit / Soul Olympic Spirit. This is the spirit 
animating all education in an Aristarchy or rather FtakAristarchy, with 
success based on talent, dedication, merit, truth and beauty.  
+ s. SOS, SoulCap,  

FtabAristarchy = Full Truth And Beauty Aristarchy. This is a recent old name of what used 
to be called FtatAristarchy in the very first draft of this book, and of what is 
now called FtakAristarchy in the final version of the book. This meant direct 
participative governance based on full Truth, Transparency, Merit and 
Beauty. The science of FtabAristarchy was called Ftabaristics. Its expert 
was called Ftabarist and its special journalist was and still is called Ftanalyst.  
~ The very first step to FtabAristarchy was considered to be TruthOcracy 
leading to Democracy_DA. 
+ r. Aristarchy, Democracy_DA,  

FTAK 
FTAKA 
FTAKAS 
 

~ FTAK = Full Truth And Knowledge (as its basic main meaning).  
~ FTAK = Full Truth And Kallos (as an alternative meaning, where Kallos 
means holistic beauty of body, soul, mind, social behavior and physical 
environment all together). 
~ FTAKA = Full Truth And Knowledge Activist (or Aristarchy) as per context.  
~ FTAKAS = FTAKA Speak (the 2 new languages promoted by FtakAristarchy: 
GLOSAN and Katharevousa). 
~ FTAK is the main essential attribute of FtakAristarchy and thus the prefix 
of its acronym. Please note that full truth implies full transparency and 
consequently, when FTAK is used, it always implies also FTAT.  
+ s. Glosan, Katharevousa, FtakGloVousa, FtakaSpeak, FtakAristarchy, 
WASA,  

Ftakal = Full Truth And Knowledge Aristarchy Leader. The best leaders promoting 
FtakAristarchy. 
+ r. FtakAristarchy, FtakGovernorG,  

FtakaPrep = FTAKA Preparation. This is a short one week course of assessments of 
young candidates interested not only in joining the PythArmy if possible but 
in becoming activist life promoters of FtakAristarchy. The best ones can be 
certified as such and even have access to free full university training.  
+ r. PythArmy, PAT,  

Ftakarist 
Ftakaristarium 
Ftakaristics 

~ Ftakarist = Full Truth And Knowledge Aristarchy Specialist. A specialist of 
the best implementation and maintenance of FtakAristarchy.  
~ Ftakaristarium = the university arium or faculty of the PythAcademia 
where a Ftakarist and/or a Ftanalyst is trained in Ftakaristics.  
~ Ftakaristics = the science of knowing and implementing FtakAristarchy.  
+ r. Ftanalyst, FtakAristarchy,  
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FtakAristarchy  
FTAK 
Ftakaristics 
Ftakarist 
Ftaknalist 
FtakAristArium 
 

~ FtakAristarchy = Full Truth And Knowledge Aristarchy.  
~ Ftak = Full Truth And Knowledge (its basis main meaning).  
~ Ftak = Full Truth And Kallos (as an alternative meaning, where Kallos 
means holistic beauty of body, soul, mind, social behavior and physical 
environment all together). 
~ FtakAristArium = the special school to train a journalist as a Ftaknalyst.   
~ FtakAristarchy is the final name of what was first called TruthOcracy, then 
FtatAristarchy, and more recently called FtabAristarchy.  
~ The science of FtakAristarchy is called Ftakaristics. Its expert is called 
Ftakarist, and its special journalist is called a Ftanalyst, or Ftaknalyst.  
+ r. FtakArium, ZakArium,    

FtakArium 
FtakAriant 
 

~ FtakArium = Full Truth And Knowledge Arium (headed by the FtakAriant). 
~ This is the central power of the TetractArium of FtakAristarchy that is 
meant to ensure all government information is based on full Truth and, as 
such, is communicated to people. The TinformArium does it for information 
external to the TetractArium that deals with public affairs or private affairs 
with a high influence on the public at large. Its leader is the FtakAriant. The 
FtakArium includes the DomArium and the VotArium.  
+ r. TetractArium, FtakAristarchy,  

FTAKCOGNOM = The combination of FTAK, COGNO and Merit (the three most fundamental 
characteristics of FtakAristarchy governance). 
+ r. COGNO , COPMAFAT, FtakAristarchy, FTAK,  

FtakCoin = The new crypto currency of FtakAristarchy.   

FTAKCY  = FTAK Citizen Year (+ the year: the best citizen of the year, of the 
nationality of FtakAristarchy, up to 4 in any given year, graded from 1 to 4). 
+ FTAKMY, FTAKPY, FtakAristarchy,  

FtakGloVousa 
 
FtakaSpeak 

= Full Truth And Knowledge Glosan and Katharevousa. This is the two-level 
type of language promoted by FtakAristarchy. The easy basic level that 
should allow universal spontaneous chat speak with anybody of any culture, 
at anytime and anywhere in the world, is called Glosan, as an IAL 
(International Auxiliary Language) developed and promoted by 
FtakAristarchy as a kind of improved Esperanto. The more intellectual 
higher level is Katharevousa, which is the top level of the Greek language to 
be revived now as it was used for best communications for more than 5000 
years. This FtakGloVousa acronym is often simplified as FtakaSpeak or even 
FTAKAS.  
+ r. WASA, FTAKAS,  FtakAristarchy,  FTAKAS,  

FtakGovernorG 
FtakGovernorF 
FtakGovernorS  

~ FtakGovernorG = Governor “G” of the TetractArium of FtakAristarchy. 
~ FtakGovernorF = Governor “F” of the TetractArium of FtakAristarchy. 
~ FtakGovernorS = Governor “S” of the TetractArium of FtakAristarchy. 
+r. GRINCAGE, ELLFAD, FTAKAL, GovernArium, TetractArium, 

FtakInternet 
 
Ftinternet 
 
 
Grinternet 

= Full Truth And Knowledge Internet.  
~ This is the new Internet of FtakAristarchy governance built on Full Truth 
(thus often abbreviated as Ftinternet) and Full Knowledge, provided free of 
charge in all public places with WIFI-4 (maximum allowed) and full freedom 
of speech not based on a lie. It is opposing the current Grinternet 
(Governance Rigged Internet).   
+ r. Newstatorship,  

FtakInvention = The new ‘Invention’ facilities of FtakAristarchy based on FTAK.  

FTAKMY  = FTAK Media Year (+ the year: the best media of the year, of any 
FtakAristarchy, up to 4 in any given year, graded from 1 [BEST] to 4). 
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+ r. FTAKPY, FTAKCY, FtakAristarchy, Newstatorship, 

Ftaknalyst  
 
Ftanalyst 
 
 

~ Ftaknalyst = Full Truth And Knowledge analyst.  
~ Ftanalyst =Full truth analyst. In FtakAristarchy, a normal journalist is called 
a Ftanalyst. A special journalist expert of FTAK is called a Ftaknalyst.  
~ Each diplomatic mission abroad includes a Ftanalyst with full diplomatic 
immunity to investigate national affairs in that country and the full truth 
nature of our relations in the foreign country. Within the FtakAristarchy, the 
Ftanalyst has full investigative power regarding national public affairs in 
front of any organization or corporation, public or private, national or 
international that cannot refuse full access for this purpose. He is involved 
in all activities that need clarification for CONGIPAS, PASFOGOC, BIOF 
activity. The PythagorArium Project has the FtakAristArium as a special 
school for their full formation.  
+ r. Ftakarist, FtakAristarchy,  

FTAKOC = Full Truth And Knowledge Obstruction Crime. This is a brand new and 
most serious crime punished most severely in FtakAristarchy. Most serious 
FTAKOC crimes become treason, as FTAKOT.  
+ s. FTAKOC_Plus for more information.  
+ r. FTAKOT, FtakAristarchy, SDAMPIC, COPFIC,  

FTAKOT = Full Truth And Knowledge Obstruction Treason. When a FTAKOC affect 
severely most of the national population, it becomes treason, as FTAKOT, as 
an ultimate crime that, in the most serious cases, can lead to even a death 
sentence.  
+ r. FTATOT, FtakAristarchy, FTAKOC, SDAMPIC, COPFIC,  

FTAKPY  = FTAK Person Year (+ the year: the best person of the year, of any 
nationality, from FtakAristarchy point of view, one only each year). 
+ r. FTAKMY, FtakAristarchy,  

FTAKUN = Full Truth And Knowledge United Nations. FtakAristarchy promotes the 
dismantling of the current GURUC undemocratic UN and replace it with a 
FTAKUN as a first step with its current members, and a FTAKWA as soon as 
possible while FtakAristarchy starts to be implemented in various countries.  
+ r. COPAN, UN, UNN, FtakAristarchy, FTAKWA,  

FTAKUW = Full Truth And Knowledge Useful Whistleblower. Truth whistleblowers are 
always fully protected but also recompensed with one or more years of 
pension contributions. They receive a FTAKUW certificate, and the main 
one each year receives a kind of “Nobel of Truth” called the FTAKUW Prize.    
+ r. FTAKOT, FTAKOC, FtakAristarchy,  

FTAKWA = Full Truth And Knowledge World Agency. This is the agency meant to 
replace the UN (when and before FtakAristarchy starts to be implemented 
in many countries). Its function will not be to command countries on what 
to do to maintain world order, or to form a one world government like it is 
the case today, but to provide best FTAK (Full Truth And Knowledge) to all 
countries in order to achieve best possible peace and world order between 
all national countries. In the TetractArium of a FtakAristarchy, the FTAKWA 
deals and collaborates with the FtakArium.   
+ r. UN, FTAKUN,   

FTAT  = Full Truth And Transparency (a fundamental basic characteristics of 
FtakAristarchy based also on a philosophy of truth, merit, ethics and beauty 
and full Knowledge. Truth implies Transparency and FTAT is always part of 
FTAK that is its new name in the latest version of the book.  
+ r. FtakAristarchy, FTAK,  
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FTATAL  = Full Truth And Transparency Aristarchy Leader. These are formed at the 
FtakAristArium School for a young FtakAristarchy manager and Ftaknalyst.  
+ r. FtakAristarchy, FTAT, Ftakal, Ftakarist,  

FtatAristarchy = Full Truth And Transparency Aristarchy. This is an older name of 
FtakAristarchy. Just replace it with the newer name that is FtakAristarchy. 
But the concept of FtatAristarchy is always implied as included in the newer 
concept of FtakAristarchy. 
+ r. FtakAristarchy, 

FtatArium  = Full Truth And Transparency Arium. An Arium ensuring all internal 
governance is Truth (TinformArium does it for all external public 
information). Its latest name is FtakArium.  
+ r. FtakAristarchy, TetractArium, FtakArium,  

FTATOC  = Full Truth And Transparency Obstruction Crime (new main crime of 
FtakAristarchy, more serious than murder. Its new name is FTAKOC).  
+ r. PASFOGOC, FTATOT, FTATUW, FTAKOT, SDAMPIC, COPFIC,  

FtatOcracy  = Full Truth And Transparency democracy (the middle stage between a 
TruthOcracy and FtakAristarchy).  

FTATOT  = Full Truth And Transparency Obstruction Treason (this is a FTATOC that is 
so serious that it becomes Treason).  
+ r. FTATOC, FTATUW, FtakAristarchy, SDAMPIC, COPFIC,  

FUCA = FtakAristarchy Urban Cultural Area. FtakAristarchy opposes massive 
multiculturalism as much as possible, but will allow the formation of well-
confined urban areas where people of the same culture or religion can 
regroup themselves for a better respect of their culture or religion. A FUCA 
will declare itself through a majority vote to be officially an urban area of a 
particular religious and/or cultural lifestyle to be fully respected by all. A 
more severe cultural enclosure might be a SUCA.  
+ r. FUPA, SUCA, FtakAristarchy, MACBRE, MAPFEF, EFALWI,  

FUPA  = FtakAristarchy Urban Patriotic Area (a well confined city or agricultural 
area for people living with common patriotic values under the best 
principles of FtakAristarchy). 
+ r. FUCA, SUCA, FtakAristarchy, MAPFEF, EFALWI,  

Garbage + r. NoRACO, GEEP,  

GAS  = Global Approach Strategy (the part of the FAGSPEC Cabal elites who 
prefer global enslavement in a holistic way, including our soul. They oppose 
the FAGSPEC DAS) 
+ s. Structure Of World Power,  

GAY 
GAYNAS 
GAYNASEXUAL 
GAYNASVAP 
NAG 
RAG 
FAG 
SAG 
 

~ GAY = A person having a sexual orientation to persons of the same sex. 
The GAY persons are usually considered homosexuals because they use anal 
sex, but the category is more complex and many will never use anal sex.  
~ GAYNAS = GAY No Anal Sex. Those always exclude disliked anal sex. If the 
person is a category of its own that disregards the common homosexual 
and heterosexual division, then that person is a GAYNASEXUAL or nasexual.   
~ GAYNASVAP = GAY No Anal Sex, Violence And Pedophilia. These GAY 
persons will always exclude all the 3 prohibitions: 1) the disliked anal sex 
mixed with excrements, 2) Violence with unwilling partners and in 
particular 3) Pedophilia that they consider a crime with pre-teenager 
youths. They will use only manual and oral sex, and only with adults.  
~ r. NapovSexuality, TransitOsexuality,  
~ In the context of FtakAristarchy and its KalSexuality, GAY persons can be 
homosexuals but also KisoSexuals (not all are necessarily homosexuals), or 

http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#TinformArium
http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#TruthOcracy
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KheteroSexuals (who are normally not homosexuals); and can be of 4 
categories in degree of social admissibility:  
~ NAG = Nasty Aggressive Gay (RED LIGHT). 
~ RAG = Rough Assailing Gay (YELLOW LIGHT). 
~ FAG = False Appearance Gay (BLUE LIGHT). 
~ SAG = Soft Appeasing Gay (GREEN LIGHT). 
+ r. GOSCROSO, EqualOsexual,  

GEDWO 
GEDWOC 

~ GEDWO = Global Enslavement Digital World Order (through debt money).  
~ GEDWOC = Global Enslavement Digital World Order Cabal.  
~ This is the NWO that has become GEDWO, in particular since the crisis of 
2008, run by the GEDWOC that we also call the FAGSPEC Cabal.   
+ r. SEGWO, OWO, MOWOP, NWO, FALPNO, Banktatorship, 
Healthtatorship, Newstatorship, ZRUCOFACDEGSEE,  

GEEP  = Global Enslavement Engineered Pollution. This includes chemtrails, WIFI 
G5+, DARPA, HAARP, EMP, and DEW etc. capable of earthquakes, storms 
and tsunamis. 
+ r. NoRACO, WIFI, Chemtrail,  

GG = Great Game. This is the conflict between the 2 FOB (Force Of Bad), the 
Black Brotherhood with its DAS and the White Brotherhood with its GAS .  
+ r. NWO, SEGWO, FALPNO,  
+ s. overall structure of forces and strategies of world order.  

GlobCommunism  = Global Communism. This is an Improved Communism (“Improved” as 
“Reinforced”) without that name, fine-tuned in China, to be pushed at 
world level, through a dictatorial One-World-Government eventually based 
in JerUSAlem after the fall of the USA and the EU, let alone after the 
planned collapse of other disturbing powers like Russia and even the paper-
tiger of China itself. It is very technocratic, fully GURUC anti-democratic.  
~ TechnoGlobCommunism might be a better way to call this Communism.  
+ r. GlobFascism, TerroristOcracy, FAGSPEC, TsegTechnocracy,  

GlobFascism  = Global Fascism (The fake mask of the GlobCommunism fine-tuned in 
China and pushed at world level through a One-World-Government).  
+ r. GlobCommunism, GUFUG, TerroristOcracy, FAGSPEC, TsegTechnocracy,  

Glosan = the basic chat level of the IAL (International Auxiliary Language) 
developed and promoted by FtakAristarchy. Together with the highest 
intellectual level of language called Katharevousa (the higher level of the 
Greek language), also proposed by FtakAristarchy, the two levels form what 
is called FtakGloVousa  or “FTAKA Speak” (its original first name in some old 
documents is still EthoGloso).  
+ r. Katharevousa, FtakGloVousa, FtakaSpeak,  FTAKAS,  

GMO  = Genetically Modified Organism (none can be produced or imported in 
FtakAristarchy, not even if obtained through NGT, where all products must 
be NELAR and NoGANO compliant). 
+ r. NoGANO, NGT, NELA, NELAR, NoHIChip,  

GOD  + r. SLOGOS (Supreme LOGOS, as the supreme creator behind the cosmos 
and all things), and SAPNOS (his human incarnated form as Jesus). 
+ r. THEOS, SELLOS, STRIOS, Slogos, SAPNOS, SoulCap, GodCap, Jospelian, 
JesusELLism,  

GODCAP = Good Omnipotent Divine Creative Aether Power. The pan cosmic Aether 
energy giving form and animating all things and living beings.  
+ r. SoulCap, TORUS,  

Goodness + r. CONGIPAS, PASFOGOC, BIOF, Ftanalyst, TUFNEPSANI, DEWBOCIM, 

http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#LOGOS
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PICCOB, GodCap, SoulCap, TORUS,  

GOSCROSO = Grambosso Oral Sex Contractual Relationship Of Sperm Overproduction 
(usually a confirmed relationship of homosexuality, but without anal sex).  
+ r. KalSexuality, GRAMBOSSO, Tospasmo, BAOSTA, MIFSARFO, GAYNAS, 
EqualOsexual,  

Gospel + r. Jospelian, JesusELLian,  

Governance + r. FtakAristarchy, RUS, Aristarchy, DebtOcracy, Plutocracy, SAS, TAS, 
DAFGE, GRINCAGE, TsegTechnocracy, BigGovernment, GlobFascism, 
GlobCommunism,  

GovernArium 
GovernAriant  

= the main executive figure of a TetractArium that must fulfill a SPEC during 
an electoral mandate. Its elected leader is the GovernAriant. The 
GovernArium includes the CabinetArium and the LegisArium.  
+ r. TetractArium, FtakGovernorG,  

GPS = Global Positioning System. This is a navigational system involving satellites 
and computers that can determine the latitude and longitude of a receiver 
(like typically a car or a smart phone) on Earth.  

GRAMBOSSO 
 

= Godlike Regenerating Accredited Man Benefactor Of Superior Sperm 
Overproduction. This is the situation of very many strong and healthy young 
men who, starting in their 3rd Septennial of young life (between ate 14 and 
21), but in particular between age 18 and 28, are like flowers or plants 
during the spring season spreading freely and wildly their overproduction of 
pollen. The GRAMBOSSO is like these flowers with an overproduction of 
sperm in this case to be put to best possible use.  
+ r. KalSexuality, GREWERBA (a female GRAMBOSSO), BAOSTA, Tospasmo, 

MIFSARFO,  GOSCROSO, JABGOB, BASHOMBE, EqualOsexual,  

Greek + r. ELL, Philotimo, Ellinas, Ellas, Ellinika, ELLania,  
+ s. Greek is not a Greek word,  

GREWERBA 
 

= Gorgeous Resourceful Encourager Woman Elevating Racial Beauty 
Attraction. This indicates a particularly beautiful female human woman.   
+ r. GRAMBOSSO (the handsome male man equivalent to the GREWERBA), 
MIFSARFO,  MIFSARFO, BASHOWBE,   

GRINCAGE = Governor Really In National Command Against Globalist Enslavement.  
+ r. ZruCofacDegSee, FAGSPEC, FtakGovernorG,  

Guardian + r. CIC,  

GUAUG = Global Unelected And Unaccountable Governance. This is an older 
acronym of the original draft of this book. Whenever you see this older 
GUAUG acronym, just replace it with the newer one that is GURUC.  
+ r. GURUC, GUFUG,  

GUFUG  = Global Unelected Fascist Unaccountable Governance (the new type of 
governance destroying national power). This is an update to replace 
GUAUG, but better replaced by GURUC, FAGSPEC, 

GURUC 
GURUCOM 

~ GURUC = Global Unelected Red-technocratic Unaccountable Cabal. A type 
of governance destroying national power for purposes of full globalization.  
~ GURUCOM = Global Unelected Red-technocratic Unaccountable Cabal 
Opposition Movement.    
+ r. GlobCommunism, GlobFascism, NWO, VULVA, PENIS, GUFUG, GUAUG,  

HAARP = High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program. This is an institution of 
many technological projects often working against the wellbeing of 
humanity, as part of GEEP, for the exclusive profit of the FAGSPEC Cabal. 
+ r. BrecTerrorism, DARPA, EMP,  

Health + r. Plandemic, Healthtatorship, WHO, SEGWO, 

http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#GURUC
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Healthtatorship  = Health Dictatorship (The new system of compulsory Fake Vaccines and 
health passport to control and enslave people). This is the new dictatorship 
of the GURUC FAGSPEC health nomenclature to enslave the rest of us in a 
deceitful way as much as possible, in addition to its more traditional tools of 
DDDD. 
+ s. Healtatorship_Plus for more information. (#) 
+ s. Healthtatorship Passport (#) 
+ r. Banktatorship, Newstatorship, WHO, WHT, GEDWOC,  

HequalkOsexual 
HequalkOsexuality 

= Hetero Equal Kallos Occasional Sexual.   
This is the sexual trait of someone who is regularly a perfect heterosexual 
partner, most of the time, but who occasionally will enjoy sex with an equal 
(one of the same sex) based on an irresistible attraction to the Kallos (which 
means a superior level of holistic beauty of both the body and soul 
together) of a potential partner. But the HequalkOsexual will always 
spontaneously respect the 3 sexual prohibitions of FtakAristarchy (no 
violence, no pedophilia and no anal sex), not because they are prohibited, 
but because they are not appealing to his good nature.  
+r. TransitOsexual,  EqualOsexual, SEVAP,  

Homosexual + r. TransitOsexual, EqualOsexual, HequalkOsexual, GOSCROSO,  

HOTAST 
HOTASTAHTOL 

~ HOTAST = Having Orgasm Together At Same Time.  
~ HOTASTAHTOL = Having Orgasm Together At Same Time As Human Top 
Orgasmic Level.  
This is the best sexual technique or skill a young man will learn to dominate 
in order to become best MEWHOTAST co-procreator.  
+ r. MEWHOTAST,  

Housekeeper   + r. MaMoHoMaC, MACHUM,  

IAL = International Auxiliary Language. FtakAristarchy developed and promotes 
its own IAL called Glosan.  
+ r. GLOSAN, FtakGloVousa, FtakaSpeak, FTAKAS,  

IBAN  = International Bank Account Number. This is the number of your personal 
bank account that you can use for banking transactions between two bank 
accounts, be they national or international bank accounts.  
+ r. Banktatorship, 

Identity + r. FEPNID, BAVID, BAVAD,  

IMF = International Monetary Fund. (should be: International Mafia Fund) 

Immigration + r. Kalergi, IPSA, CRT, PNILIF,  

Income + r. UBI,  

Information + r. KSUKITAH, Ftanalyst, Ftakarist, FTAKMY,  (+ Media) 

Infrastructures + r. TUFNEPSANI,  

Inquiry + r. PAPIC,  

Interest + r. BIOF, 

Internet  + r. FtakInternet, Ftinternet, Grinternet, PNICLIF, 

Invention + r. FtakInvention,   

IPCC = Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. This is the UN body created 
in 2021 for assessing the science related to climate change. It is a recent 
evolution of the WMO (World Meteorological Organization) of 1988.  
+ r. WMO,  

IPSA = Immigration Pre-Selection Abroad (only in reinforced consulates).  

IsoSexuality = Isos Sexuality. Means the same sexuality enjoyed between two persons, 
but with no meaning of homosexuality, only a means to resolve the same 
problem in the same way in the absence of a better heterosexual solution. 
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It excludes anal or rectal sex. It is practiced mainly by young men affected 
by a natural overproduction of sperm between age 14 and 28, while ready 
to fully enjoy sex but not yet ready for pregnancy and marriage 
responsibility. Depending on the context, we use this new acronym more as 
KisoSexuality.  
+ r. KalSexuality, GAYNAS, EqualOsexuality,  

Israel + r. CUFI,  
+ s. JerUSAlem, AssbIsrael,    

JABGOB = Joyful Age Boys Groping Other Boys. The joyful age of teenage boys 
discovering the beauty of their own sex and the sex of other boys like them. 
+ r. GRAMBOSSO, EqualOsexual,   

Jesuits + r. ZAJAC, Jospelian, JesusELLism, JudiChrIslam,  

JesusELLian 
JesusELList 
JesusELLism 

= Jesus ELL + suffix “ian” (which means “related to”, or “ist”, which means 
“dedicated to”, or “ism” which means devoted to a culture or religion): 
those related to the real Jesus who was not a Jew, but an “Ellinas” (a person 
of “Greek” culture) from Nazareth, and the only non-warmonger major god.  
+ Jospelian, JudiChrIslam,  

Jospelian = those religious people respecting only the philosophy of the 4 gospels of 
God Jesus, and totally ignore the rest of the Bible of God Allah, doing so on 
their own, without submission to any Christian institutional authority.  
+ r. JesusELLian, JudiChrIslam,  

Journalist + r. Ftanalyst,  

JudicArium 
JudicAriant 

= Justice Dictation Arium. This is the state power of the TetractArium of 
FtakAristarchy governance that controls the administration of the new 
double system of justice and provides legal advice for new legislation. Its 
leader is the JudicAriant. The JudicArium includes the ExpertArium.  
+ r. TetractArium, DAFGE,  

JudiChrIslam = The common objectives and background joint activities of the 3 
Abrahamic religions for world domination: Judaism, Christianity and Islam. 
This deceitful collaboration includes what we can legitimately call 
Judeofascism, Islamofascism, and Christofascism, or more simply 
JudiChrIslam Fascism or maybe just Abrahamofascism.  
~ For simplicity we will call all forms by the new acronym FAGSPEC 
+ r. ZAJAC, Panthriskia,  

Judo + r. FethoJudo, FethoPlay,  

Justice + r. PAJ, PEJ, POJ, PUJ, CLAWS, DAFGE, TSA,  

Kalergi = The plan to destabilize the western world through wild immigration.  
+ s. Kalergi Plan of 1922,  

Kallos 
KalloSexual 
KalloSexuality 
 

~ Kallos = the Greek word for “Pure Perfect Beauty”, or a holistic form of 
“Ideal of Beauty”, not only in body. In fact, Kallos means holistic beauty of 
body, soul, mind, behavior and physical or social environment all together.  
~ Kallosexual = someone sexually attracted by pure beauty, independently 
of the sex of the other person involved.  
~ KalloSexuality = a form of sexuality or erotic relations of a KalloSexual 
based on a reaction of sexual attraction and love for pure beauty. The Kallos 
Beauty factor plays most often between persons of the opposite sex, but 
may also apply to some persons of the same sex which, in FtakAristarchy, is 
considered normal when it does not involve violence, anal sex or 
pedophilia. 
+ r. KalSexuality, TransitOsexuality, NapovSexuality, GAYNAS, 
HequalkOsexual,  
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KalSexuality 
+ KalSexual 
KisoSexuality  
+ KisoSexual 
KheteroSexuality  
+ KheteroSexual 
Kalsa 
Kalsab 
 
 

~ KalSexuality = Kallos Sexuality. (from “Kallos” which means “Beauty”). A 
KalSexual is a person enjoying KalSexuality. It includes a period of 
TransitOsexuality that can be expresses as both KisoSexuality and 
KheteroSexuality.  
~ KisoSexuality = Kallos isos Sexuality (with “isos” meaning “The Same”). A 
KisoSexual is a person enjoying KisoSexuality.  
~ KheteroSexuality = Kallos hetero Sexuality (with “Hetero” = “The Other” 
as “the different”). A KheteroSexual is a person enjoying KheteroSexuality.  
~ Kalsa = KalSexuality Area. This is a better name for a brothel maintained in 
the best possible way for KalSexuality within FtakAristarchy.  
~ Kalsab = Kalsa Benefactor (A GRAMBOSSO working in a Kalsa as 
Benefactor). 
~ The KalSexuality of teenagers normally includes a period of 
TransitOsexuality that can be expresses as both KisoSexuality and 
KheteroSexuality. These periods are a form of sexuality based on “Kallos”, 
which means enjoyed from pure beauty, independently of the sex of a 
partner that can be of the same sex or of the opposite sex, and always 
excludes anal sex.  
~ The KisoSexual teenager during his TransitOsexuality is a youth ready to 
fully enjoy sexual pleasure with a partner, but not yet ready to take the risks 
involved. In particular, a young man teenager is affected by a sudden 
overproduction of sperm that needs to be well taken care of, but he is not 
yet ready to take the responsibility of a pregnancy or of a forced early 
marriage taking care of a wife and children. He can then enjoy serenely a 
partner of the same sex who is in the same situation, while laughing at each 
other about it after the act, but while always totally excluding nonsensical 
anal sex, and including mainly mutual manual and possibly oral sex. When 
this happens however, in the great majority of cases, it has no implication 
or meaning of any kind of homosexuality. It is only a temporary way, free of 
any risks, to take care nicely of an overpowering natural situation before 
the male youth is ready for full intercourse, but not yet ready for risking a 
pregnancy and an early unsustainable marriage. It is certainly much better 
for the healthy young man than masturbating alone in a closed room with 
feelings of fear, guilt or shame, let alone stupid religious sin.  
~ KheteroSexuality it normally the following second period of KalSexuality 
of a late male teenager starting to experiment with a partner of the 
opposite sex before being ready for marriage. The good prostitute 
alternative will soon become a better option to start with, for 
experimenting full intercourse, when finally ready to face the costs and 
other kinds of risks and responsibilities before becoming best possible 
husband and father. 
+ r. TransitOsexuality, KalloSexuality, EqualOsexuality, HequalkOsexual,  
DIDSLA,  

Katharevousa = The highest intellectual level of the Greek language. Together with Glosan 
at the basic chat level, and as an IAL (International Auxiliary Language) 
developed and promoted by FtakAristarchy, it forms the two levels of best 
communications promoted by FtakAristarchy as FtakGloVousa. 
Katharevousa has been used as a language superior to all others for more 
than 5000 years, and is intended to be revived and used today to replace 
English that has no comparable superior level of sophistication, and is 
pushed as a common language at too many people who do not like it.   
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+ r. FtakGloVousa, WASA, GLOSAN, FtakaSpeak, FTAKAS,  

Knowledge + r. KSUKITAH, Newstatorship,  

KONAC 
KONAT 

~ KONAC = Kingdom Of Nature Attack Crime  
~ KONAT = Kingdom Of Nature Attack Treason 
~ When the KONAC is serious enough, involving negatively the wellness of 
thousands of living entities, it becomes a KONAT, or treason instead of a 
crime, for which the death penalty still exists. 
+ r. NELAC, NELAT,  

KSUKITAH = Keeping Secret Useful Knowledge Is Treason Against Humanity. The 
Vatican, with its secret library, and the DUMBs (Deep Underground Military 
Base) are typically automatically guilty of such treason in FtakAristarchy.   
+ SDAMPIC, COPFIC, FTAK, PPPP,  

Language + r. GLOSAN, FtakGloVousa, WASA, KATHAREVOUSA, IAL, WASA, IAL, 
FtakaSpeak, FTAKAS,  

LAW + r. PAJ, PEJ, POJ, PUJ, CLAWS, ClawPro, Clawstitution,  

Leader + r. ARIANT, LeaderArium, Ftakal,  

LeaderArium 
LeaderAriant 

= Leader Arium. The Arium of all the ex-leaders of the TetractArium of 
FtakAristarchy who are willing to still serve before retirement. They provide 
advice and take charge of governance in special circumstances. Its head is 
the LeaderAriant. The LeaderArium includes the ConstitArium and the 
CouncilArium.   
+ r. TetractArium, Ftakal,  

LegisArium A special section of the GovernArium of the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy in which specialist legislators are appointed regarding the 
final formulation of the new laws contained in a BEC.  
+ r. TetractArium, 

Legislation + r. LegisArium, JudicArium, Claw, Clawstitution,   

LGBTQ+ = Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transsexual, Queer +. LGBTQ+ is an abbreviation 
for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer or questioning. These 
terms describe a person's sexual orientation or gender identity and sort of 
imply that they are all normal, while the absence of the “H’ seems to imply 
that being a straight Heterosexual person is somewhat abnormal.  
+ r. WOKE,  
+ s. It is today the “Polymorphous Sexuality” of Herbert Marcuse.  

Liberty + r. ELL, ELLFAD, ELLFADUM, FALPNO,  

Lie + r. CLAPMAOS, Truth,  

Loan + r. EFALWI,  

Lobbying + r. DlocTV,  

Lockdown + r. PluckDown, PNILIF,  

Logo (Slogan) + r. BBB, WOKE,  

LOGOS  = Loving Omnipotent Generator Or Surveyor (often used as SLOGOS, or 
Supreme LOGOS) meaning "GOD" as the omnipotent power of his 'words'. 
+ r. SLOGOS, STRIOS,  

MACBRE = Mobile Agreed Country Borders Regrouping Ethnics. 
+ r. MAPFEF, FUCA,  

Man + r. GRAMBOSSO, MIFSARFO, TOSPASMO, GOSCROSO, BASHOMBE, 
HOTAST, MEWHOTAST, HOTASTAHTOL, 

MAPFEF = Mobile Apartment Partitions For Extended Families.  
+ r. MACBRE, FUCA, EFALWI,  

MaMoHoMaC 
MACHUM 

~ MaMoHoMac = Married Mother Home Manager Citizen. A new profession 
of women-citizens who has children and stays home to manage a home-
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family. She is granted a basic salary (½ a NASCO with a first child and ¼ 
additional NASCO for each additional one) to encourage married family 
stability and growth, the maintenance of patriotic values and the growth of 
national population with 2 parents at home taking care of children.   
~ MACHUM = Mother And Citizen Home Unemployed Manager. An 
unmarried MaMoHoMac who receives ¼ NASCU.  
+ r. GREWERBA,   

Marriage + r. Parriage, MIFSARFO, DIDSLA,  

Marxism + WOKE, GlobFascism, GlobCommunism,  

MATDAW = Monetary Aid Transparent Delivery Agency Worldwide. (This is for all 
money aid over a NASCO, be it from rich private persons, or from 
governments, or from international organizations like the IMF. We may not 
know the exact purpose of the aid, but we know where the money went, 
and exactly who received it through the PEBSTRER process).  
+ r. PEBSTRER,  

Media + r. Ftanalyst, Ftakarist, FTAKMY, (+Information) 

Medicine + r. NAM, NoGANO,  

MEP = Member of the European Parliament.  
+ r. EU, ERT, ESU,  

Merit + r. FTAKCOGNOM,  

MEWHOTAST 
 

~ MEWHOTAST = Man Enabling Woman Having Orgasm Together At Same 
Time.  
~ The HOTAST (Having Orgasm Together At Same Time) is the best sex 
technique to be dominated by young men to become best sex partner for a 
woman. The best of this skill can only happen between a man and a 
woman, never with an un-consenting woman, never in a same-sex 
relationship, and never in sex activity of animals below the human level, 
because it requires the mutually desired combined orgasmic effects of a 
human male and a human female reacting together at the same time when 
the couple is conducted to orgasm by a good MEWHOTAST man conscious 
of his special leading role. We call this top human level or orgasmic pleasure 
the HOTASTAHTOL, and it is nothing but fully divine in nature, as it is 
protective of a woman and possibly procreative of beautiful children.   
+ r. HOTAST, HOTASTAHTOL,  

MIC = Military Industrial Complex (the network of mainly the BigMilitary 
corporations of the USA producing arms, but transnational).  
+ r. DUMB,  

MIFSARFO = Mature Intercourse Faithful Spouse And Responsible Father 
Outperformer. 
+ r. KalSexuality, GRAMBOSSO, HequalkOsexual, BASHOMBE,  

Military + r. DUMB, PAS, PASMA, MIC, MilitArium, PythArmy, PytHoplite, FtakArmy, 
KSUKITAH, BigMilitary,  

MilitArium 
MilitAriant  

A special section of the ProtectArium of the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy in which all military forces are managed by the MilitAriant.  
+ r. TetractArium, DUMB,  

Ministers + r. CabinetArium, TetractArium,  
+ s. Aristarchy Ministries,  

MONABFAIT = Money Over Nasco Across Borders Fully All Instantly Transparent. All 
money movements over the sum of a NASCO, across borders, must become 
transparent transactions visible by all, be it private or public money, and 
including of course transfers from all secret intelligence services. 
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+ r. PEBSTRER, ZruCofacDegSee,  

MonetArium 
MonetAriant 

= Monetary Arium. This is the state power of the TetractArium of 
FtakAristarchy governance that controls money distribution and creation. 
Its leader is the MonetAriant.  
The MonetArium includes the NamArium with its NAMA.  
+ r. TetractArium, NAMA, NAMARIUM, ABAM,  

Money + r. ABAM, NUSP, COPMAFAT, COGNO, UBI, DebtOcracy, PlutOcracy, 
OBECOF, NAMA, FOPA, CBDC, IMF, NIR, CC, MonetArium, NBT, CC, FOPA, 
EFALWI, CLAPMAOS, VROSMAD, ZRUCOFACDEGSEE, PEBSTRER, 
MONABFAIT, NAKPU, NASCU, NASCO, BigMoney,  

Mother + r. MaMoHoMac, MACHUM, GREWERBA,  

Movement + ELLFAD, ELLFADUM, GURUCOM,  

MOWOP  = Master One-World-Order Plan (the more specific name of the "Master 
Plan" of the FAGSPEC Cabal to enslave the whole world). 
+ r. NWO, SEGWO, GEDWOC,  
+ s. Structure of world order, 

NaetOsexual 
NaetOsexuality 

= No Anal Equal Temporary Occasional Sexual. This is the sexual activity of a 
heterosexual who temporarily will get involved with an “Equal” (same-sex) 
partner on an occasional basis, while excluding anal sex, usually before 
marriage, at a young age, when the partners are fully equipped to fully 
enjoy sexual pleasure, but net yet capable of facing the risks of a pregnancy 
and the support of a new family.  
~ The NaetOsexual is a valid normal intermediate category between the 
Homosexual and the Heterosexual. Most young men in particular who are 
not ready for marriage go through some instances of NaetOsexuality.  
+r. Nasexual, EqualOsexual, NASHA, SEVAP, NakBisexual, NapovSexual,  

NAM = Natural Alternative Medicine. This is always the only type of medicine 
allowed in FtakAristarchy when it is possible to do it. In such cases a 
BigPharma artificial product is absolutely prohibited.  
+ r. NoGANO,  

NAMA 
NAMACIT 
NAMAPRO 
NamArium  

~ NAMA = National Autonomous Monetary Agency (the national Treasury).  
~ NAMACIT = NAMA City.  
~ NAMAPRO = NAMA Provincial.  
~ The NAMA at national level has full transparency access to control the 
two lower levels of the NAMACIT and the NAMAPRO.  
~ NamArium = National Autonomous Monetary Agency Arium. This is the 
specific agency of the MonetArium of the TetractArium of FtakAristarchy 
governance with competence for issuing new debt-free treasury money. 
+ Trustmoney, MonetArium, TetractArium, MATDAW, PEBSTRER,  

NAS  = NurseAide Annual Salary (This hospital position is considered both 
essential and hard meritorious work within any community). 
+ r. NUSP, NASCO, NASMA, NASMAP, NASNI,  

NASHA = No Anal Sex Human Activity. This applies equally to anal or rectal sex with 
both men and women. This prohibition is the first trait of the good sexual 
conduct of homosexuals that can make a society accept homosexuality as 
good when it respects the 3 prohibitions of 1) No Anal Sex, 2) No Violence, 
and 3) No Pedophilia. These homosexuals are qualified by the GAYNASVAP 
new acronym.   
+ r. KalSexuality, GAYNASVAP, GAYNAS, EqualOsexual, HequalkOsexual, 
SEVAP, NaetOsexual,  

NASCO  ~ NASCO = NurseAide Annual Salary Currency Output (the output figure of 
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NASCOF 
NAKPU 

the average annual salary of a NurseAide at about €30,000 or €14 an hour). 
~ NASCOF = NurseAide Annual Salary Currency Output Fraction (usually 10% 
pf a NASCO).  
~ NAKPU = NASCO Apple Kilogram Price Unit (the price of a kilo of apples in 
NASCO). The money unit of a FtakAristarchy is called a NAKPU (like a 1 
EURO), that is the national value of a kilogram of apples (or another most 
common fruit where apples do not grow) compared to the national NASCU 
value (or a NurseAide salary as the most common employee in the country).  
+ NASCU, NASNI, NASMAP, NUSP, MONABFAIT, TIENPACIC, ABAM,  

NASCU  = NurseAide Average Salary Currency Unit (the unit figure of the NASCO 
figure divided by 2100 working hours per year at 40 hours a week). 
+ r. NASNI, NASCO, NASMAP, NUSP, ABAM, NAKPU,    

Nasexual  
NakBisexual 
NaTriSexual 
NapovSexual 
NapovSexuality 

~ NaSexual = No Anal Sexual. A person who is a nasexual, as opposed to a 
homosexual or a heterosexual, who always excludes anal sex, but enjoys 
manual and/or oral sex freely with either a man or a woman indifferently. 
~ NakBisexual = No Anal Kallo Bisexual. This is usually a youth teenager well 
before marriage age who is bisexual in that he is sexually aroused by the 
immense beauty (Kallos) of another young adult person of either sex, but 
with whom would never even think of ever using anal sex. Most young men 
teenagers well before marriage age, usually as a TOSPASMO, have a period 
of sex life in this category at various degrees.  
~ NaTriSexual = NaSexual enjoying a trio partnership with usually two 
persons of the same sex, and a third one of the opposite sex.   
~ If a NaSexual is basically GAY, then it is considered to be a GAYNAS.   
~ NapovSexual = No Anal, Pedophiliac Or Violent Sexual. This is a more 
specific name for the GAYNAS or GAYNASVAP respecting fully the 3 sexual 
prohibitions of NapovSexuality: No Anal sex, No Pedophilia, No Violence.  
+ r. KalSexuality, GAYNASEXUAL, EqualOsexual, HequalkOsexual, SEVAP, 
NaetOsexual, 

NASMA  = NurseAide Annual Salary Monthly Attribution (the annual divided by 13 
months. Up to 10 NASMA maximum in government positions).  
+ r. NASCO, NUSP, NAS,  

NASMAP  = NurseAide Annual Salary Monthly Attribution Pension (which is half a 
NASMA). 
+ NASCO, NASCU, NUSP,  

NASNI  = NurseAide Average Salary National Index (national average of a NurseAide 
salary that can vary from city to city). 
+ r. NASCU, NUSP, 

Nations + r. COPAN, FTAKUN, UNN, UN, BRICS, NATO, CANZUK, ZAJAC,  

NATO = North Atlantic Treaty Organization. This is an intergovernmental military 
alliance between 30 member states – 28 European and two North 
American, established in 1949. Independent member states agreed to 
defend each other against the perceived threat posed by the Soviet Union 
but remained in place after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. By now it 
has been involved in military operations in the Balkans, the Middle 
East, South Asia, and Africa. In the last 30 years it kept extending East, in 
most countries surrounding Russia. Its headquarters are located in Brussels, 
Belgium, while NATO's military headquarters are near Mons, Belgium. 
+ r. BRICS,  

Nature + r. NELAR, NELAC, NELAT, KONAC, KONAT, GMO, NoGANO, NGT, 
Chemtrail, PNICLIF, WWF, NAM, NoNAFPED,  
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NBT = National Blind Trust.  

NELA 
NELAR  
NELAC 
NELAT 
SNELA 
ASNELA 
DASNELA 
DASNELAF 
FtakaDasNela 

~ NELA = Natural Earth-Life Approach.  
~ NELAR = Natural Earth-Life Approach Respect (or Restauration).  
~ NELAC = Natural Earth-Life Approach Certification. 
~ NELAT = Natural Earth-Life Approach Treason.  
~ SNELA = Science Natural Earth-Life Approach 
~ ASNELA = All Sciences Natural Earth-Life Approach 
~ DASNELA = Democracy And Science Natural Earth-Life Approach 
~ DASNELAF = Democracy And Science Natural Earth-Life Approach Faculty 
~ FtakaDasNela = FtakAristarchy Democracy And Science Natural Earth-Life 
Approach.  
~ All sciences must become NELAR compliant in the way they are taught in 
the DASNELAF of the PythagorArium Academy, and used in in all fields of 
FtakAristarchy as FtakaDasNela. The same with products and services in the 
way they ae produced or used. For example, in FtakAristarchy, any kind of 
product produced or imported must exclude GMO. DNA engineering for 
better understanding and use of it is welcome, but absolutely prohibited for 
changing it, at any level of any kingdom of nature. Not being NELAR means 
committing a serious crime called NELAT as its faulty compliance is a form 
of treason because it always affects a major group of people or the majority 
of citizenry. The DASNELAF issues an additional NELAC certification to its 
chosen students of any faculty of any other university. 
+ r. KONAC, KONAT, PASFA,  

NEWO  = New Enslaving World Order (a better way to say NWO that is the more 
innocuous acronym meant to deceive us regarding our enslavement).  
~ This NEWO is no more “new”. Since 2008 is has become the GEDWO.  
+ r. NWO, GEDWO, MOWOP, OWO, FALPNO, ZRUCOFACDEGSEE,  
+ s. Structure of world order, 

Newstatorship = News Dictatorship. The new dictatorship of the fake news coming from 
the FAGSPEC GURUC nomenclature to enslave the rest of us in an unnoticed 
way as much as possible, in addition to its more traditional tools of DDDD. 
This is the system of full control of information and limit of freedom of 
speech to enslave through fake news.  
+ r. Healthtatorship, Banktatorship, GEDWOC, FtakInternet, KSUKITAH,  

NGO  = Non-Government Organization. In FtakAristarchy, none can operate 
inland with foreign funds, nor abroad with national public funds. 
+ r. PICO, SPLC,  

NGT = New Genomic Technique. These are new techniques attempting to 
change the genome of live products to deceitfully allow GMO products.  
+ r. GMO, NoGANO, NELA,  

NIR  = Negative Interest Rates.  
+ r. Banktatorship,  

NOBEL + r. FTAKUW  (“Nobel of FTAK compliance through whistleblowing”),  

NoCAFO  = No Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (all such operations become 
a serious crime). 
+ r. NoTOSAP, NoNAFPED, 

NoGANO  = No Genetically Altered Natural Organism (consumption of products fully 
NELAR, with no GMO or DNA engineering).  
+ r. GMO, NGT, NELA, NAM,  

NoHICHIP = No Human Implant Chip. In FtakAristarchy, no kind of chip can be 
implanted in a human body if not requested in writing by the person for 
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exclusive personal medical reasons.  
+ r. GMO, Transhumanism,  

NoNAFPED = No New Agricultural Food Products Equipment Debt. To encourage 
national food autonomy, FtakAristarchy offers free agricultural equipment 
to those capable of producing new national food products, or need new 
equipment to do so better than they do now. It purchases the new 
equipment with fresh debt-free money and producers get it free of charge.  
+ r. NoROPED (for non-agricultural products), NoCAFO, NoTOSAP, FLOM, 
FLOFMARKET, NoROPED,  

NoRACO  = No Reusable Authorized Containers Overspill (throwing reusable products 
with non-reusable garbage becomes a crime).  
+ r. GEEP,  

NoROPED = No Reactivating Old Production Equipment Debt. When a country has 
been forced to close middle-class production of useful products (with loss 
of important related skills) because of globalization, such production (and 
recuperation of skills) can be reactivated without debt.  Typically a 
FtakAristarchy can purchase the new equipment with fresh debt-free 
money and give it to old or even new capable producers free of charge. 
+ r. NoNAFPED (for agricultural products), NoTOSAP,   

NoSACO  = No Spraying-Airplane Chemtrails Overhead (chemtrails from both national 
and foreign airplanes become a serious crime). 
+ r. GEEP, PNICLIF,  

NoTOSAP  = No Tax On Seeds And Plantations (FtakAristarchy is fully NoTOSAP by 
definition in all aspects of biological agriculture).  
+ r. NoNAFPED,  

NoWEDO  = No War Except Defensive Operations (war from a FtakAristarchy can only 
be defensive and approved by referendum). 
+ r. MilitArium,  

Nurse  + r. NUSP, NASCO, NASCU, NASMA, NASMAP, NAS, NASNI, PASNA,  

NUSP = Nurse Unit Salary Provincial. This is the average salary of a professional 
nurse working fulltime in a hospital of your province of residence.  
+ r. NASCO, NAS,  

NWO  = New World Order (which is rather a “New World Disorder” of full holistic 
global enslavement of the rest of us by the FAGSPEC Cabal). This power is 
linked to the newer "White Brotherhood". It opposes the OWO wanting 
global world power only through debt-money. We call it more properly the 
NEWO). Overall these three innocuous acronyms exist only to hide the real 
one that is the bad SEGWO (Satanic Enslavement Global World Order).   
~ Since the crisis of 2008, this NWO is no more “NEW”. It is the GEDWO.  
+ r. NEWO, OWO, MOWOP, SEGWO, FALPNO, CIC, GEDWO, GG, GEDWOC,  
+ s. Structure of world order, ZRUCOFACDEGSEE, VROSMAD,  

OBECOF  = Out Binding Electoral Contract Operational Fund / or: Out BEC Operational 
Fund (new debt-free money for unpredicted emergencies). 
+ r. BEC, RUS, SPEC, TUFNEPSANI,  

Office + r. ARIUM, DomArium, ZakArium,  

OppositArium = A special section of the TinformArium of the TetractArium of governance 
of FtakAristarchy in which all types of opposition to current governance can 
have an open way to express their opposition nationwide.  
+ r. TetractArium,  

Organizing + r. PICO, NGO, GURUCOM,  

Orgasm + r. MEWHOTAST, HOTAST,  
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OSF = Open Society Foundation. This is the foundation of George Soros funding 
the so-called Color-Revolutions to arrive at a fully globalist One-World-
Government.  
+ r. VROSMAD, PENIS, VULVA, PICO,  

OWO  = Old World Order (the older "Black Brotherhood" of mainly the "Money 
Changers" wanting world power through debt-money and opposing the 
NWO (New World Order) of the “White Brotherhood”.  
~ Since the crisis of 2008, this OWO has become the GEDWO. 
+ s. Structure of world order,  
+ r. GEDWO, SEGWO, FALPNO, NWO, MOWOP,  

PAJ / PEJ / POJ / PUJ ~ PAJ = Private Alternative Justice. 
~ PEJ = Public Employment Justice.  
~ POJ = Public Ordinary Justice.  
~ PUJ = Private Uprightness Judge.  
FtakAristarchy has a triple system of justice. First the POJ is basically what 
we have today, except for the fact that new legislation is much simpler, 
more and more in terms of Claw of good behavior to be respected, instead 
of a long list of details describing illegal actions. Second the PAJ is meant to 
handle quickly and free of charge the interpersonal conflicts, without 
lawyers, and without costs except for the loser to have to pay an 
administration fee in addition to the eventual damage caused to the 
winning party. Third the PEJ is meant to resolve quickly flagrant or 
presumed faulty behavior within the TetractArium in terms of immediate 
dismissal, and possibly some additional PPPP (Personal Property Priority 
Punishment) penalty for an employee who was corrupted or has not been 
FTAT (Full Truth And Transparency) fully compliant. The PUJ is a retired 
judge who accepts to serve the PAJ for an over pension public tax-free fee.  
+ r. EFWAPAJ, EFALWI,  

Pandemic + Plandemic,  

Panthriskia  = the One-World Religion promoted to unify the 3 Abrahamic religions for 
SEGWO to finally dominate the world.  
+ r. FAGSPEC, JudiChrIslam,  

PAPIC = PolArium Public Inquiry Confrontation.  
+ r. PolArium, PAJ, TetractArium,  

Parriage = a contract equivalent to a marriage in its legal obligations but between 
same-sex persons. Such union is legal but cannot be called a marriage. The 
so-called gay marriage is prohibited or rather inexistent in FtakAristarchy. A 
Parriage is a legal union of a “Par”, or a “Pair” of two same sex persons.  
+ r. DIDSLA,  

Partitions + r. MAPFEF, MACBRE,  

PASFOGOC  = Products Actions Services For Only Good Of Country (its non-compliance 
becomes a crime as FTAKOC and possibly treason as FTAKOT). 
+ s. PASFOGOC_Plus for more information.  
+ r. CONGIPAS, BIOF, TUFNEPSANI,  

PAS 
PASMA 
PASNA 
PASFA 

~ PAS= Patriotic Assistance Service.  
~ PASMA = Patriotic Assistance Service Military Activity (for men). 
~ PASNA = Patriotic Assistance Service Nursing Activity (for women).  
~ PASFA = Patriotic Assistance Service Farming Activity (men and women). 
This is the name of the new type of military service in FtakAristarchy 
providing a wider variety of patriotic/civic skills.  
+ r. PAT, PUF, DIT, PUS,  
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PAT = Profession Assistant Trainee. After secondary school and the completion 
of the PAS (Patriotic Assistance Service) military service at age 19, there are 
2 more years of compulsory DIT (Dual Instruction Transition) study. As a 
PAT (Profession Assistant Trainee) the student must assist any kind of 
professional person, at his free choice (be it for example a plumber or a 
doctor), for 3 hours a day, with a salary of ¼ NUSP paid by the state. At the 
same time, the student must, as a PUF (Pre-University Frequenter) this 
time, also attend a PUS (Pre-University School) of his free choice (be it for 
example engineering or medicine), during the same 2 years, for another 3 
more hours a day, for additional study with basic familiarization and/or 
training in a preferred profession. During his military service, both the PAS 
management and the family of the student help the student identify the 
better places for the DIT additional study as a PAT or a PUF. With these 2 
years of DIT the student also accumulates credits for admission and further 
study at university level or in any other kind of professional school. 
+ r. PAS, PUF, DIT, PUS,  

PATOC  = Public Affairs Truth Obstruction Crime (the new main crime in an 
Aristarchy, more serious than murder).  
+ r. FTATOC, FTAKOC, KSUKITAH, SDAMPIC, COPFIC,  

Patriotism + r. PAS,  

PEBSTRER = Publishing Each Bank Step To Responsible End Receivers. (All MATDAW is 
published worldwide as PEBSTRER to known responsible receivers).   
+ r. MATDAW, SDAMPIC, COPFIC,  

PELLAS  = Patriotic ELLAS (in Greek: “Patriotiki ELLAS”); or: 
= Patriot Ellines Loving Liberty And Sovereignty (in English). The main Greek 
political party to reestablish Greek sovereignty through FtakAristarchy.  
+ r. ELLAS,   

PENIS = Private Enabling Nihilistic Iniquitous Society (a pun to a Soros or a Gates). 
+ r. VULVA, GURUC, VROSMAD, OSF, ZruCofacDegSee,  

Pension + r. DAPAST, NASMAP,  

Philotimo = The classical Greek spirit of superior achievements in terms of beauty and 
liberty for the good of not only ourselves, but for the good of others and of 
the whole of our national community.  
+ s. Philotimo,  

PICCOB = Promethean Idyllic Co-Creator Of Beauty. The Greek myth of Prometheus 
tells us that he was the god that stole fire (the light of enlightenment) from 
heaven and gave it to man to save man from tyranny and enslavement, and 
to teach men to be free instead of keep being dumb and happy at the 
service of an oligarchy. Prometheus was punished supposedly because he 
gave light to men before man was ready to receive it and use it only for the 
creation of the “Good” of Beauty. Prometheus represents the combined 
power of free speech and love to achieve freedom against tyranny, and 
consequently best possible happiness on Earth.  
+ s. TORUS, SoulCap, 

PICO  = People Improving Communities through Organizing (The social movement 
rendered famous by Obama's participation before his presidency).  
+ r. NGO, OSF,  

PlanDemic  = Planned Pandemic: a pandemic no created by nature but by persons in a 
laboratory, as an evil plan to reinforce enslavement. 
+ r. Healthtatorship, PNICLIF,  

PluckDown  = Plucking lockdown: a lockdown not implemented by necessity but by an 
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evil plan to pluck wealth away from people. 

Plutocracy = A form of governance by only the rich class, independently from the 
electoral results, and for only the advantage of such rich class.  
+ r. DebtOcracy,  

PNICLIF 
PNICLIS  

= Pandemic & Nano-chips & Immigration & Chemtrails & Lockdowns & 
Internet Fifth generation (5G WIFI, with 6th G PNICLIS coming soon). 
+ r. Chemtrails, NoSACO, GEEP,  

PolArium = Police Arium. A special section of the SPELLArium of the TetractArium of 
governance of FtakAristarchy in which the police forces are managed.  
+ r. TetractArium,  

Police + r. PolArium, PAPIC,  

Political Party + r. PPC,  

Pollution + r. GEEP, chemtrails, DEW, NoRACO, EMP, NoSACO,   

Poverty + r. SPLC,  

PPC  = Political Party Contender (a political parties with the 10 highest 
memberships, as the only ones competing with a BEC in an election).  
+ r. BEC, TetractArium,  

PPPP  = Personal Property Priority Punishment. This means priority punishment 
through private property when possible, for a variety of COPFIC or SDAMPIC 
crimes in FtakAristarchy. If the crime damage has caused the death of many 
persons in the country, the criminal would normally be punished for 
SDAMPIC, which means death penalty.  
+ r. FTAKOC, FTATOT, CLAPMAOS, FTAKOT, FTATOC, KONAC, KONAT, 
NELAC, NELAT, SDAMPIC, COPFIC,    

Prize + r. FTATUW,  

Productivity + r. NoNAFPED, NoROPED, CONGIPAS, TUFNEPSANI, BIOF, NoTOSAP,  

Profession + r. PAT,  

Property + r. PPPP, ROREP, EFREA, EFALWI,  

ProtectArium 
ProtectAriant 

= The Arium or power of the TetractArium meant to protect governance of 
FtakAristarchy as the state, as a part of the new Trias Politica GPT. Its 
leader is the ProtectAriant. The ProtectArium includes the MilitArium.  
+ r. TetractArium,  

PUF = Pre-University Frequenter. After secondary school and the completion of 
the PAS (Patriotic Assistance Service) military service at age 19, there are 2 
more years of compulsory DIT (Dual Instruction Transition) study. As a PAT 
(Profession Assistant Trainee) the student must assist any kind of 
professional person, at his free choice (be it for example a plumber or a 
doctor), for 3 hours a day, with a salary of ¼ NUSP paid by the state. At the 
same time, the student must, as a PUF this time, also attend a PUS (Pre-
University School) of his free choice (be it for example engineering or 
medicine), during the same 2 years, for another 3 more hours a day, for 
additional study with basic familiarization and/or training in a preferred 
profession. During his military service, both the PAS management and the 
family of the student help the student identify the better places for the DIT 
additional study as a PAT or a PUF. With these 2 years of DIT the student 
also accumulates credits for admission and further study at university level 
or in any other kind of professional school.   
+ r. PAT, PUS, PythArmy, PAS, DIT,   

Punishment + r. PPPP, COPFIC,  

PUS = Pre-University School. Each university faculty has a PUS that can be 
attended free of charge by any PUF on request. During PUS attendance for 
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3 hours a day, the student is also, for another 3 hours in the other half of his 
day a PAT paid ¼ NUSP by the state. Good attendance as a PUS accumulates 
credits for eventual full admission and study at university level or in any 
other professional school.  
+ r. PAT, PUF, PythArmy, DIT,   

PythagorArium 
PythAcademia 

~ PythagorArium = Pythagoras Arium (the name of the project and its Arium 
of activity behind the push for the new FtakAristarchy governance). 
~ PythAcademia = Pythagorean Academia (the academy of the 
PythagorArium is called PythAcademia or otherwise: PythagorArium 
Academy). It is located and acting discretely and privately in Greece, but is 
still not formally active for the public at large.  
For full information on the Pythagorean Project, see our website:  
www.EthoPlasin.net  
+ r. Tetractys, PythEducation,  

PythEducation = Pythagorean Education. This is the holistic education forming the 3 basic 
levels of the Pythagorean Tetractys of human soul on the basis of their 
corresponding cardinal virtues: 1-The Instinctive Level of the body with its 
cardinal virtue of Temperance; 2-The Compulsive Level of the soul, with its 
cardinal virtue of Fortitude; 3-The Cognitive Level of the Spirit with its 
cardinal virtue of Prudence; 4-The Sophical Level of Wisdom with its 
cardinal virtue of Justice. The first 3 levels have to be holistically and 
virtuously educated. This is the only way to attain the 4th Sophical Level of 
wisdom, which is the only level that can bring real happiness for a life of 
best possible achievements on the basis of the best capacity of each human 
being. 
+ r. ELLducation, FtakaPrep,    
+ s. Pythagorean Tetractys 4 Levels,  

PythArmy 
PytHoplite 
FtakArmy 

~ PythArmy = Pythagorean Army (composed of PytHoplites).  
~ PytHoplite = Pythagorean Hoplite (a soldier of the PythArmy).  
~ FtakArmy = Full Truth And Knowledge Army (PythArmy within 
FtakAristarchy).  
The PythArmy is the worldwide group of persons trained in FtakAristarchy 
governance and promoting it in their own environment. If their country is a 
FtakAristarchy, then their national PythArmy is called FtakArmy.  
+ r. PAS, FtakaPrep, PAT, PUS, PUF, DIT,  

Quality + r. PASFOGOC, CONGIPAS, BIOF, NELAR, TUFNEPSANI, Ftanalyst,  

Realestate + r. EFREA, EFALWI, ROREP,  

Religion + r. Panthriskia, WOKEISM, ZAJAC, JudiChrIslam, CUFI, Jospelian, 
BigReligion,  

Research  + r. HAARP, DARPA, NELAR, SNELA,  

Revolution + r. OSF, PENIS, VULVA,  

RIIA = Royal Institute of International Affairs. It is also called the Chatham House, 
as the British institution corresponding to the American CFR.  
+ r. CFR,  

ROREP = Record Of Real Estate Property.  
+ r. DAPAST,  

RUS  = Routine Unplanned Situations (the situations that could not be planned or 
predicted in a BEC or SPEC and are not considered emergency). 
+ r. OBECOF,  

Salary  + r. NAS, NASCO, NASCU, NASNI, NASMA, NASMAP, NUSP, UBI,  

Salutations + r. BeLove,  
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SameSexuality 
SameSexual 

= Same Sexuality. Being a samesexual means a same-sex erotic relation that 
is not a form of homosexuality. This is a variant of KisoSexuality not based 
on Kallos, but more pragmatically on the simple need of a man, young or 
not, to take pleasant care of himself temporarily as a samesexual (instead 
of homosexual), with his overproduction of sperm in absence of a woman.  
+ r. KalSexuality, TransitOsexuality, EqualOsexuality,  

SAPNOS  = Supreme Apollonian, Pythagorean, Nazarean Omnipotent Savior (as the 
real non-Jew ELL “Greek” Jesus, son of Supreme God SLOGOS). The 
acronym "SAPNOS" is often abbreviated to "APNOS" or, depending on the 
context, as short as "APNO", like in the prayer invocation "APNO help us!"  
+ r. THEOS, SLOGOS , SELLOS, STRIOS,  

SAS = Shadow Arrangement State. This is the State that is governed under the 
powerful influence of subjects operating in the shadow but still often 
perceptible. They include strange outsiders, like a Kissinger, a Soros or a 
Gates who operate discretely mainly for the TAS in collaboration with the 
CAS, but also for furtive national organizations like the CFR in the USA 
whose logo is “Ubique”, the Latin word that means “Ubiquitous” or 
“Everywhere”. 
+ r. RIIA, CFR,  
+ s. Structure of World Power,  

Satan  = Not a person-like entity of the physical realm, but a bad FOB (Force Of 
Bad) of the spiritual realm of the universe to which good and bad human 
souls with freewill also belong.  
+ r. SEGWO, ZRUCOFACDEGSEE, FAGSPEC, TsegTechnocracy,  

+ s. Satan as a cosmic force, FAGSPEC Satanic Triangle,  

SCHOOLING + r. DIT, PAT, PAS, PUF, Ftanalyst, PythArmy,  

Science + r. ASNELA, DASNELA, FtakaDasNela, NELAR,  

SDAMPIC = Serious Damage Against Many Persons In Country. If the damage has 
caused the death of many persons around the country, the criminal is 
punished by death penalty. This would not be the case of a car accident 
causing the death of more than one person. If the serious damage has not 
caused deaths, the criminal could be punished through only PPPP.  
+ r. PPPP, COPFIC, KSUKITAH,  

Secrecy + r. KSUKITAH,  

Seeds + r. NoTOSAP, NoROPED,  

SEGWO  = Satanic Enslavement Global World Order. This is the current evil New 
World Order being implemented globally by the FAGSPEC. Its opposite order 
is FALPNO (FtakAristarchy Liberating Patriotic National Order).  
~ Since the crisis of 2008, this SEGWO is more simply called the GEDWO. 
+ r. FALPNO, NEW, OWO, MOWOP, GEDWO, ZruCofacDegSee, SATAN,  
+ s. Structure of world order, 

SELLOS  = Supreme Enlightened Loving Lecturer Of Salvation ("Holy Spirit" part of 
the Supreme STRIOS (“Trinity”) with "Father" SLOGOS and "Son" SAPNOS).  
+ r. THEOS, SAPNOS, STRIOS, SLOGOS, GOD 

SEVAP = Sex Excluding Violence, Anus, Pedophilia.  
+ r. EqualOsexual, HequalkOsexual, NASHA, VAPSEXUAL, EqualOsexual, 

Sex + r. GAY, GAYNAS, GAYNASVAP, NakBisexual, IsoSexuality, KalSexuality, 
KalloSexuality, TransitOsexuality, SameSexuality, EqualOsexuality, 
HequalkOsexuality, LGBTQ+, GRAMBOSSO, GREWERBA, MIFSARFO, 
TOSPASMO, GOSCROSO, Kalsa, DIDSLA, BAOSTA, NASHA, Nasexual, 
NaTriSexual, VapSexual, SEVAP, JABGOB, PENIS, VULVA, NaetOsexual, 
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HOTAST, MEWHOTAST, HOTASTAHTOL,  

Skills  + r. PAT, NoROPED, NoNAFPED, FtakaPrep, DIT,  

Slogans + r. BBB, CumSbas, SumSbac,  

SLOGOS  = Supreme Loving Omnipotent Generator Or Surveyor (or Supreme LOGOS, 
or Torus Speech Power, or GOD, whose incarnated son we call SAPNOS). 
+ r. THEOS, SAPNOS, SELLOS, STRIOS, GOD,  

SMS = Short Message Service. This is a technology for sending short text 
messages between mobile phones.  

Society + r. WOKE, CRT, TORUS, SOS, FSOS,  

SOS = Social Olympic Spirit. This is the Olympics spirit applied to all human 
activity. However, like in the original Olympics as invented, it is not a spirit 
of competition, but of emulation of the best ones. Success is not 
recompensed with big money, but with recognition, admiration and love 
symbolized by a simple crown of laurels instead of gold or silver medals. 
+ r. FSOS, SoulCap,  

Soul + r. Tetractys, SoulCap,  
+ s. Pythagorean Tetractys 4 Levels,  

SoulCap = Spiritual Omnipotent Uniting Loving Creation Aether Power. This is the 

energy we can invoke to create, regarding which Nicola Tesla said: “The day 

science begins to study non-physical phenomena, it will make more 
progress in one decade than in all the previous centuries of its existence”.  
+ r. PICCOB, TORUS, GodCap, FSOS, STRIOS,  

SPEC  = Sovereign People Electoral Contract (this is what the BEC of the winning 
PPC becomes after winning a national election). 
+ r. BEC, BECVABAD,  

SPELLArium  
SPELLAriant 

= Sovereign People Enlightened Logos Liberty. This is the Arium of the 
TetractArium of FtakAristarchy that ensures respect of people's will and 
people’s protection through local police forces. It is led by the SPELLAriant. 
Police protection of government officials comes from the ProtectArium and 
its military forces. The SPELLArium includes the PolArium.  
+ r. TetractArium,  

SPLC = Southern Poverty Law Center. This is the political activist movement of 
Julian Bond who was closely involved for years in the Communist 
movement while he was a close friend of Herbert Marcuse whose book 
“Study Guide” has inspired the movement. It is also based on the book of 
Saul Alinsky titled “Rules For Radicals” that influenced two democratic 
presidents, Clinton and Obama, and the current WOKE movement.  
+ r. NGO, OSF,  

Sport + r. FethoPlay, FethoJudo,  

Stakeholder + r. TSA, TSAM,  

STRIOS  = Supreme Trinity Of Safeguard (The STRIOS of the PythagorArium: the 
Supreme Father SLOGOS, the Supreme Son SAPNOS and the Supreme Spirit 
SELLOS, or the SSSS)  
+ r. SAPNOS, SLOGOS, Sellos, SoulCap,  

Study + r. PAT, PUS, PUF, DIT, DOTAP, PythArmy,  

SUCA  = Special Urban Cultural Area. This means an urban cultural area well 
delimited by controlled borders, inside which people live openly with the 
customs of a particular religion or culture. When they go out of it, they 
must respect the FtakAristarchy norms of national good decorum. A less 
severe enclosure can be a FUCA.  
+ r. FUCA, MACBRE, MAPFEF, EFALWI,  
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SumSbac = State Under Massive Surveillance By All Citizens. FtakAristarchy reverses it 
as an anagram to: CumSbas: Citizen Under Massive Surveillance By All State. 
+ r. CumSbas,  

Supermarket r. FLOFMARKET,  

Surveillance + CumSbas, SumSbac,  

SWEAT = Satanic World Enslavement Abrahamic Team. This is an older acronym of 
the original draft of this book. It is still valid in meaning, but whenever you 
see it, please replace it with the newer acronym that is FAGSPEC.  
+ r. FAGSPEC,  

Talent + r. DOTAP, FtakaPrep, DIT,  

TAS = Transnational Arrangement State. This is, in its national tentacle, part of 
the new Global Octopus of world power that certainly hides behind the 
DAS, but is better defined in its operations as the maximum world power 
that hides mainly behind the GAS. Its best hidden representatives at the 
highest levels of its components are those that we call the FAGSPEC Cabal 
and they belong to no specific state, only to their own GURUC elite clique of 
transnational power for world domination and the enslavement of the rest 
of us. 
+ r. DAS, GAS,  
+ s. Structure of World Power,  

Taxation + r. DAPAST, DAFTATAP, NoTOSAP, VAT, EFALWI, APT, TIENPACIC,  

Technology + r. DEW, HAARP, DARPA, EMP, GEEP,  

TerroristOcracy = A form of fake democracy based on 4 forms of terrorism that we call 
BrecTerrorism.  
+ r. BrecTerrorism,  

TetractArium  = The structure of state powers of FtakAristarchy with no parliament, no 
public debt and people controlling the governance of public servants. It is a 
light structure of only 8 cabinet ministers, only 87 super managers only 3 of 
which are elected.  
+ s. FtakAristarchy_TetractArium (diagram).  

Tetractys = The 4 levels of the human soul (Instinctive, Compulsive, Cognitive and 
Sophical) and their related virtues, as defined by Pythagoras (1- The 
Instinctive Level of the body with its cardinal virtue of Temperance; 2- The 
Compulsive Level of the soul, with its cardinal virtue of Fortitude; 3- The 
Cognitive Level of the Spirit with its cardinal virtue of Prudence; 4- The 
Sophical Level of Wisdom with its cardinal virtue of Justice). The first 3 
levels have to be holistically and virtuously educated. This is the only way to 
attain the forth Sophical Level of wisdom, which is the only level that can 
bring real happiness for a life of best possible achievements on the basis of 
the best capacity of each human being.  
+ r. PythEducation, 
+ s. Pythagorean Tetractys 4 Levels,  

THEOS  = 'GOD' as per the Greek word (with "Theo" used as a prefix in front of 
many other words like "Theo-SAPNOS" or "Theo-SLOGOS").  
+ r. SLOGOS, SAPNOS, SELLOS, STRIOS, GOD,  

TIENPACIC = Tax Impound Excessive Nasco Profits Assisting Certified Incapacitated 
Citizens. Typically, in Euro, this would be profits over 1000 NASCO, or over 
about 50 million Euro, on any type of financial or productive operation, 
impounded in part or in full, and helping the incapacitated mainly related to 
the employees or worker category that most contributed to the operation. 
Funds could also go to build new FamilArium facilities where most needed.   
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+ r. NASCO, FamilArium,  

TinformArium 
TinformAriant  

= Truth Information Arium. It is the power of the new Trias Politica GPT in 
the TetractArium of FtakAristarchy that is meant to ensure all information 
about public affairs in the country, external to the government, is Truth 
and, as such, can be expressed with full freedom of speech and opinion. 
FtakArium does it for information internal to the TetractArium. The leader is 
the TinformAriant. The TinformArium includes the OppositArium.  
+ r. Ftanalyst, TetractArium,   

TISA = Trade In Services Agreement. This is an international trade treaty between 
23 Parties, including the EU, the UK and the USA. It is still not officially born, 
and very secret in many of its parts, but nevertheless already influential in 
the development of legislation through corporations of the partners.  
+ r. TPP, TTIP, WTO, ERT,   

TORUS = The form of the energy surrounding our body by thinking and speaking. 
+ s. Torus Speech Power,  
+ r. SoulCap, GodCap, FSOS,  

TOSPASMO = Temporary Overjoyed Sex Player Appeasing Sperm Magnificent 
Overproduction. When alone, the playing involves mainly quiet appeasing 
masturbation. With a same-sex partner, it involves joking sex touching and 
grabbing with lots of laughing, possibly with some mutual masturbation and 
oral sex. This is typical of the BAOSTA serene and joyful period of life of a 
teenager between age 13 to 19, with no meaning at all of any kind of 
homosexuality, when the youth is not ready for more serious sexual roles 
involving risks and responsibilities of possible pregnancy and paternity. 
~ Most young Tospasmo men who are well before mature marriage age 
have a period of life as NakBisexuals to various degrees.   
+ r. KalSexuality, BAOSTA,  GOSCROSO, GRAMBOSSO, MIFSARFO, 
EqualOsexuality, HequalkOsexuality, GAYNAS,  

TOTAB 
TOTAK 
TOTAT 

~ TOTAB = Totality Of Truth And Beauty.  
~ TOTAK = Totality Of Truth And Knowledge.  
~ TOTAT = Totality Of Truth And Transparency.  
These are the most basic fundamental qualities of FtakAristarchy.  

TPP = Trans Pacific Partnership. The trade agreement was signed in 2016 
between 12 Pacific-rim economies under the leadership of the USA.  
+ r. TISA, TPP, TTIP, WTO, ERT,  

TRADE + r. TISA, TPP, TTIP, WTO, ERT,  

Training  + r. PAT, FtakaPrep, DIT,  

Transhumanism = Transhumanism is a philosophical and intellectual movement that 
pretends to achieve the enhancement of the human condition by 
developing and making widely available new and future technologies that 
can greatly enhance longevity, cognition, and well-being. In practice 
however is it a tool of human enslavement in the hands of the FAGSPEC 
Cabal through AI and the integration of implant chips in the human brain.  
+ r. NoHICHIP, AI, 

TransitOsexuality 
TransitOsexual 

= Transit O Sexuality. This is part of KalSexuality, as a period of growing up 
on the part of a teenager when the new discovery of sexual pleasure is all 
and only beautiful, and may include not only heterosexual activity, but even 
temporary forms of apparent homosexuality that never include anal sex. In 
most cases it soon leads teenagers to clear and exclusive heterosexuality. 
+ r. KalSexuality, KalloSexuality, NapovSexuality, GAYNAS, EqualOsexuality,  
HequalkOsexuality,     
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Transparency  + r. TOTAT, FTATAL, FTAT,  

Treason  + r. FTAKOT, FTATOT, KONAT, KSUKITAH,  

Troika + r. ETROW,  

Trustmoney  = debt-free money issued by the NAMA (National Autonomous Monetary 
Agency) of FtakAristarchy, and based on a rich metal like gold, as opposed 
to DebtOcracy Fiat Debt-Money created out of nothing by a private bank 
and then loaned to government as public debt. 
+ r. NAMA, FED, FtakCoin,  

Trust + r. NBT,  

Truth + r. TSA, TSAM, TOTAB, TOTAT, FTATAL, FtakArium, FTAKUW,  Ftanalyst, 
FTAK PATOC, FTAKOC, FTAKOT,  KSUKITAH,  

TruthOcracy  = an improved democracy based of absolute truth in all public affairs, as a 
preliminary step to a computed FtakAristarchy. In TruthOcracy, a liar about 
public affairs commits a FTATOC crime that is punished most severely.  
+ r. FtakAristarchy,  

TSA / TSAM  = Truth Stakeholder Arbitrator / Arbitration Meeting (arbitration of 
presumably hidden or unpleasant truths in the community). 
+ r. TetractArium,  

TsegTechnocracy = Totalitarian Satanic Enslavement Global Technocracy. This is the exact 
opposite of what FtakAristarchy is intended to be to prevent its coming.  
+ r. FAGSPEC,  
+ s. TsegTechnocracy Note,  

TTIP = Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership. It still has not been fully 
negotiated since 2013, but nevertheless already used extensively for trade 
consultations between the USA and the EU of Brussels.  
+ r. TISA, TPP, TPP, WTO, ERT, 

TUFNEPSANI = Temporary Unlimited Financing New Essential Products Serving All Nation 
Infrastructures. For example, the nation may need brand new solar panels 
for all public and private buildings, or new better street light posts. It will 
temporarily finance its production with new debt-free money creating no 
public debt, and give them free to whoever accepts to pay for only their 
installation. This principle also applies to best possible agricultural products. 
+ r. OBECOF, BIOF, CONFIPAS,  

TV + r. DlocTV, DiogTV, DiagTV,  

UBI  = Universal Basic Income. This means a very basic income given to all 
citizens in order to survive at a time of serious economic crisis. In 
FtakAristarchy it is calculated in fractions of a NUSP.  
+ r. NUSP, NASMA,  

UFO = Unidentified Flying Object. These are the unknown objects seen flying in 
space from an unknown source or origin that could be even extraterrestrial. 
+ r. DUMB,   

UK = United Kingdom. The island country or northern Europe commonly more 
simply known as England. It is fore formally The United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, or the United Kingdom or Britain. It comprises 
England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. 

UN = United Nations. This top level of unelected and totally unaccountable 
globalist oligarchy seated in N.Y. cannot have any supranational power over 
FtakAristarchy, because it is entirely GURUC. Through its WHO, it is the 
embryo of a coming dictatorial One-World-Government and fast becoming 
rather a UNN (United-No-Nations) for this purpose. FtakAristarchy 
promotes dismantling the UN, replacing it with FTAKUN or COPAN.  
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+ r. FTAKUN, FTAKWA, COPAN, UNN, CANZUK, WHO, WFP, FAO, UNESCO, 
UNICEF,  

UNESCO = United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. This is 
a specialized agency of the current UN. 

UNICEF = United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund. This is a 
specialized agency of the current UN. 

University + r. Ftanalyst, Ftakaristics, FtakAristArium, DIT, PAT, PUF, PUS, FtakaPrep,  

UNN = United No-Nations. This is what the UN is gradually becoming with 
growing globalization and the disappearance of sovereignty of nations.  
+ r. UN, FTAKUN, COPAN,  

USA = United States of America. It was formed by the English colonies of North 
America that declared their independence from Great Britain on July 4, 
1776. 
+ r. AssbIsrael,  

VapSexual = Violent, Anal, Pedophiliac Sexual. The vapsexual violates the three 
absolute prohibitions of sexual activity in FtakAristarchy: 1) sexual violence, 
2) anal sex, and 3) pedophilia, as 3 forms of serious criminality.   
+ r. KalSexuality, SEVAP, EqualOsexual,  

VAT = Value Added Tax. This is the current sales tax of our fake democracies, 
replaced with the DAPAST system in FtakAristarchy.  
+ r. DAPAST,  

VotArium A special section of the FtakArium of the TetractArium of governance of 
FtakAristarchy in which officials take care of all election matters.  
+ r. TetractArium,  

Voting + r. BAVAD, BECVABAD, BEP, BEC, SPEC, DUAB, OBECOF,  

VROSMAD = Very Rich Operator Spending Money Against Democracy. This could be a 
rich individual (typically a Soros or a Gates), a rich corporation (like a big 
bank) or a rich organization (like the IMF or the WB or the WEF).  
+ r. OSF, FAGSPEC, ZruCofacDegSee, ELLFAD, ELLFADUM, NWO, OSF,  

VULVA = Venerated Unelected Leader Vilifying Accountability (Pun intended).  
+ r. GURUC, PENIS, VROSMAD, ZruCofacDegSee, OSF,    

Walls + r. MAPFEF, MACBRE, FUCA,  

War + r. NoWEDO, DEW,  

WASA = World Advanced Speak Approach. This is the advanced speak approach 
proposed by FtakAristarchy to improve communications around the world. 
It is done at two levels. The basic chat level is Glosan as an IAL 
(International Auxiliary Language) allowing common people to chat 
together freely with anybody anywhere in the world. The higher more 
intellectual level is Katharevousa, as the revived higher level of the Greek 
language that has demonstrated a clear superiority of best language 
communications for at least 5000 years of human history until it was 
phased out in the mid-1900s.  
+ r. FtakGloVousa, GLOSAN, FtakaSpeak, FTAKAS,  

WB = World Bank.  
+ r. Banktatorship,  

WEF = World Economic Forum. This is the Red-technocratic GURUC Think Tank of 
Klaus Schwab operating from Davos in Switzerland and aiming at imposing 
the “Great Reset” of the NWO to the world economy and culture in the 
near future.  
+ r. PENIS, VULVA, VROSMAD, BigOrg,  

Welfare + r. EFWAPAJ, EFALWI,  
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WFP = World Food Program. One of the first UN agencies on the ground in global 
emergencies caused by conflict, climate shocks, pandemics and other 
disasters in order to provide life-saving support to people at risk of going 
hungry.  
+ r. ZruCofacDegSee,  

Whistleblower + r. FTAKUW,  

WHO / WHT = World Health Organization / Tyranny. This is a dependent organization of 
the entirely GURUC undemocratic UN. Unfortunately the WHO has become 
completely dominated by the private interests of billionaires like Bill Gates, 
and by public interests of undemocratic countries like China. At the 
moment, instead of mainly protecting the health of people worldwide 
through the implementation of good measures of prevention against 
disease, it protects first and foremost the interests of the artificial drug 
corporations of BigPharma and the interests of those who became 
billionaires through association with this deviated main purpose. Through 
the pursuit of a worldwide “Pandemic Treaty”, it is attempting to become a 
new worldwide WHT, as the embryo of a new form of Healthtatorship at 
the service of a dictatorial One-World-Government.  
+ r. Healthtatorship,  

WIFI = WIreless FIdelity (for good transmission of radio waves at short distance 
without cable). FtakAristarchy does not allow it above level WIFI G4 as from 
G5, it is considered dangerous global pollution.  
+ r. FtakInternet, PNICLIF, GEEP,  

Wisdom + r. ETPOW,  

WMO = World Meteorological Organization 
+ r. IPCC,  

WOKE / WOKEISM ~ WOKE = the past participle of the verb “wake”, or wake up and be 
awoken. It is supposed to mean to be aware of, and actively attentive to 
important facts and issues, especially issues of racial and social justice. 
But in the current political correctness, it means to become defenders of 
only the Marxist policies of the radical left or a new form of Communism 
without that name based on the Gramsci Passive Revolution of 
“Demoralization”. It is also today what we call the “Partisan Tolerance” 
of Herbert Marcuse its accompanying false liberation of “Polymorphous 
Sexuality”. The WOKE new education indoctrination is the CRT.  
~ WOKEISM is becoming a kind of new political religion of the left.  
+ r. CRT, GlobCommunism, BBB, LGBTQ+,  

World Order  + r. FALPNO (good world order), SEGWO (bad world order), NWO, OWO, 
CIC,   
+ s. Structure of World Order,  

Woman + r. GREWERBA, MAMOHOMAC, MACHUM, BASHOWBE, HOTAST, 
MEWHOTAST, HOTASTAHTOL,  

WTO = World Trade Organization. Based in Geneva, it was established in 1995 by 
150 countries to facilitate trade around the world. It has 164 members, of 
which 160 are members of the UN, It collaborates with many international 
organizations (like the FAO, the WHO, the IMF and the WB), but is not an 
agency of the UN.  

WW  = World War. WWI was physical. WWII was nuclear. WWIII is a mix of 
financial, biological and spiritual war with very few guns or bombs.  

WWF = World Wildlife Fund. This is an important NGO based in Gland in 
Switzerland, working in over 100 countries for the protection of wildlife.  

http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#FALPNO
http://www.ethoplasin.net/BAP_FtabAristarchy_ForWord.html#SEGWO
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+ r. NGO,  

ZAJAC = Zio-Anglo-Jesuit-Arabic-Connection. This is a common cultural connection 
of pursuit of world power based on various form of deviated Judaism that 
unites the higher levels of political authority of the Zionists, of the Anglo-
Saxons with imperialistic desires, of the Jesuits of Christianity and of the 
mainly Sunni branch of Islam.  
+ r. FAGSPEC, JudiChrIslam, Sweat, FODSWAGREC,  

ZakArium = ZAK Arium. This is special residence Arium of the founder of the 
PythagorArium Academy for the FtakAristarchy who in that environment is 
usually called simply ZAK (the Greek nickname for Jacques).   
+r TetractArium,  

 

Zionists = A powerful branch of Jews or non-Jews fully subservient to Israel. Most of 
them come from 6 categories of what we call “Fake Jews” who have no 
DNA or link to the old Palestine, as their ancestors come mainly from the 
Turkic tribe of the Khazarian Empire converted by force to Judaism by their 
Turkic king Bulan, in 740 AD, in an attempt of king Bulan to save his own 
empire around the Caspian Sea and the territory where Ukraine is today.  
+ r. CUFI, ZAJAC, FAGSPEC, TsegTechnocracy, ZruCofacDegSee,  
+ s. Fake Jews,  

ZruCofacDegSee 
ZruCofac 
RuCofacDegSee 
RuCofac 
COFAC 

= Zionist Rich Unaccountable Cabal Of Foundations And Corporations 
Deceitfully Engineering Globalist Satanic Enslaving Environments (be they 
physical, economic, social or political environments, like typically most of 
what the Rockefeller Foundation has done so far with the UN and the WHO. 
This Cabal is mostly Zionist. Not all members are clearly Zionist, but most of 
them are, and the others are fully subservient to the FAGSPEC Cabal). 
+ r. SEGWO, VROSMAD, NWO, FODSWAGREC, FAGSPEC,  

  

 

 
 


